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PREFACE
In the fall of 1966, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) asked the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study on "the
probable future usefulness of satellites in practical Earth-oriented applica-
tions. " The study \,,• c.uld obtain the recommendations of highly qualified scien-
tists and engineers on the nature and scope of the research and development
program needed to provide the technology required to exploit these applica-
tions. NASA subsequently asked that the study include a consideration of
economic factors.
Designated the "Summer Study on Space Applications, " work began in
January 1967, guided by a Central Review Committee (CRC) appointed by the
Academy. The Study's Chairman was Dr. W. Deming Lewis, President of
Lehigh University.
Technical panels were convened to study practical space applications and
worked intensively for periods of two to three weeks during the su r:,mers of
1967 and 1968 at Little Harbor Farm in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The
%p ork of each panel was then reported to the Central Review Committee, which
produced an overall report. Panels were convened in the follow,-ing fields:
Panel 1: Forestry-Agriculture-Geography
Panel 2: Geology
Panel 3: Hydrology
Panel 4: Meteorology
Panel 5: Oceanography
Panel 6: Sensors and Data Systems
Panel 7: Points-to-Point Communications
Panel 8: Systems for Remote-Sensing Inforination and Distribution
Panel 9: Point-to-Point Communications
Panel 10: Broadcasting
Panel 11: Navigation and Traffic Control
Panel 12: Economic Analysis
Panel 13: Geodesy and Cartography
The Panel on Systems for Remote-Sensing Information and Distribution
was organized in the early spring of 1968 and held several sessions before
meeting for two %, • eeks in Woods Bole during July 1968. This report was pre-
pared at Woods Hole under the leadership of Dr. Arthur G. Anderson, the
Panel Chai rnian.
The major part of the Study was accomplished by the panels; the fuliction
of CRC was to review their work, to evaluate their findings, and, in the
context of the total national picture, to derive certain conclusions and
recommendations. The Committee was impressed by the quality of the panels'
work and has asked that the panel reports be made available to specialized
audiences. While the Committee is in general accord with the final panel
iii
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reports, it does not necessarily endorse them in every detail. It chose to
emphasize the major recommendations in its overall conclusions and
recorl:mendations, ^,,,hich have been presented in U seful Applications of Earth-
Oriented Satellit es: Report of the Central Re ,.-ic w  Committer.
In concluding this preface, it is enlp iasiree that the conclusio n s and
reconmendations of this panel rL'port should be considered withi>> the context
of the overall report of the Central Review Con-unittee.
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1.0 SUMMARY
1. 1 Field
This Panel was established to consider the problems and potential for
the use of data gathered by remote-sensing or distributed collection devices
with collection from satellite or aircraft. The considerations included the
collection, processing, storage, and distribution of these data in both pro-
cessed and raw form. In general, the problems considered focused primarily
on those data-processing aspects of the total system that lie between the
receiving ground station and the user. Inevitably, however, broader judg-
ments were reached on overall systems aspects, partly because of the need
for mission planning and control in the data-processing system, partly
because of the inevitable need to designate operational priorities for the
collection and dissemination of data.
1. 2 Philosophy of Panel Operation
With the very large number of potential applications and agencies in-
volved, this Panel had difficulty defining the magnitude of the user distribu-
tion net, its requirements, and the range of potential extension of the data-
processing needs. We chose early to use detailed studies of illustrative
current operations to size the likely requirements for various types of data
handling; we then evolved methods for scaling the system requirements.
Fortunately, substantial efforts in image handling, filing, and flexible space
experimentation are in progress, and these programs provide readily
available guide s.
1. 3 State of the Art
The handling of data from space to produce tables, tapes, lists, charts,
and images has reached a high level of sophistication, as illustrated b^ the
satellite programs of NASA and ESS.A, and by the diverse scientific programs
of NASA. Data can be relayed, recorded, and processed into image form
with either analog or analog-digital processing; film can be obtained from
either aircr,-j.ft :)r satellite missions; images can be rectified, processed,
and converted in a variety of sophisticated forms; and collection from dis-
tributed ground sensors can clearly be handled.	 It is fair to say that the
state of the art for the processing of such data is advanced, in the hardware
and some of the software.
Less developed, but shoving very rapid progress over the past decade,
has been the sensor art. In this c".se, a wide variety of potentially useful
= See Bibliography - Appendix D.
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sensing systems is available. In most eases the devices have neither peen
engineered for fieicl operati ,:)ns nor proven in civilian applications.
The tec}iniques for the use of the gathered data have develop 	 ariously.
For distributed ground-sensor data, measuring variables which .. a been
measured by man for years (e. g. , river height), the processing of the data
anal their use appear to be clear. For data in conventional image forms t
and color - and under the assumption that skilled interpreters already know
^ ow to interpret aircraft photography and will interpret these data - 
preparation of the image data in image form appears readily feasible and
can be done relatively quickly, either from video tape to hard copy or by
reproduction of film photography. An extensi% e experience exists in this
country for preparing these data in appropriate form for filing, retrieval,
and reproduction. One would have to handle most of the image data in
analog form, since the users are not prepared to handle it otherwise.
It is probable that additional training will be required if these new data
are to be skillfully utilized. This will be particularly true as additional new
techniques (pseudo-color and image enhancement, for example; are added.
The need for additional training and the development of new interpretive skills
could be a serious limitation to data use unless timely provision is made.
For the preparation of image data and its reduction in autornatic form,
however, the state of the art in technique and proven applications present
serious barriers to progress. For example, to combine a study of sig-
.iature characteristics with data-processing and sampling techniques, in a
feasible and economical form, new application research technology is re-
quired, and the effort _iiust be of significant size for timely use.
1.4 Environment
The electronic data-processing field operates within an environment of
rapid technological progress, with rapid spread of the performance/ cost
benefits to the users. We expect hardware and software developments to
continue in the next 10 years at a rate similar to that in past performance,
with great'.y im p roved storage densities, display capabilities, image-process-
ing functions, and file-archive capabilities. Similarly, we expect a continued
evolution of the technology for video-analog data processing, and continuation
of past progress in film handling, reproduction, and measurement.
The sensor technologies are evolving at a rapid pace, although primarily
for highly specific applications. Continued progress here is also anticipated.
We therefore conclude that the technological environment for the develop-
ment of the data-coll_ction and data-processing tools is one of rapid evolution,
and that, except for money to buy the hardware, this is not the pacing element
for application to new tasks. One should not infer from these comments that
we are satisfied with the rat of progress above or could not envision ways to
utilize greater progress. Lather, with limited funds, we believe that an earth
resources program executed in proper priority, will not concentrate large de-
velopment funding of those areas, which are substantially funded elsewhere.
This does not exclude limited development efforts specific to earth resources.
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If one reviews the applications, their technological status falls into two
broad bands. In the first of these, the application of the data is a straight-
forward supplement to existing interpretive procedures, without changes
in those procedures. This by no means implies that the imoortance of that
supplement is insignificant; the studies performed indicate that it call, in
fact, be very substantial. In the second case, the direct application of the
data is primarily a matter of potential, with substantial effort required to
prove it in, through combined field and laboratory work. This second area
includes a very substantial potential for a revolutionary change in the way
in which the data are processed, in the range of applications that can be
handled, and in the introduction of new scientific and management methods
for our natural resources. At the same time, although substantial enthu-
siasm and large potential benefits exist, no focused, critical-size activity
i s unde r way.
The consequence of this technological status and environment is that
fairly straightforward operating applications could be effected rapidly. In
this case, image data would be distributed by mail — as hard-copy imagery
— for interpretation by skilled human interpreters. This bypasses serious
near-term problems of information distribution and interpretation but would
place a burden of expense on the agencies involved and would limit the
timeliness of the data
The realization of the full potential for remote sensing, including;
dramatic new methods and applications, will require a substantial, continued,
and coordinated evolutionary applied research program.
1. 5 Goals
The goals for consideration by this Panel were:
A near-term data- processing system to rneet operational needs
A data-processing capability for support of new applications
technology R&D
A logical path for development of the data-processing system to provide
a continuing capability for operational and R&D needs
An identification of the problems (and potentials for their solution)
that limit broad application of remotely sensed data
1. 6 Illustrative System
Assuming no socioeconomic constraints, we envision a first-generation
operational data-processing facility that would be in operation in 2 to 3
years and then evolve into a second-generation operational data-processing
system operating in 10 years.
In parallel with this evolution of they data-processing system, we en-
vision an applications research and development program of broad scope,
dedicated to proving-in new techniques for subsequent use ici operational
earth-resource applications. The program « w ould include heavy emphasis
on %%-hat might be called earth-resources engineering — for example,
signature-analysis studies combined with ground truth, and pilot programs to
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demonstrate that certain species of resources can be consistently identified
and measured by remote sensing in a timely and economical way. We
envision that this R&D program would provide the required base for the
evolution from the first-generation to the second-generation data- processing
system.
1. 7 Conclusions and Recommendations
1. We conclude that a relatively straightforward data-handling system
can be put together on a time schedule that matches the first earth- resource s-
satellite needs. This system, which we envision as a central facility, would
process satellite image data to provide output images for distribution to
agencies and industrial users. It would require a relatively straightforward
training program for interpretation by the users. It would also provide the
functions of satellite mission planning and control, coordination of user
requests, archiving of the data, and provision of data in appropriate form
for experimentation by users. It would provide facilities for archives, and
fur distribution to major users of distributed sensor data collected by
satellite. We recommend that this s y stem be built to match the. schedules
for the earth-resources satellites (operating in 3 to 5 years).
2. We conclude that for full realization of the benefits of data-handling
techniques, both in the rapid evolution beyond the first systems, and in the
development of new applications, a significant, well-managed program of
R&D organized to recognize priorities is required. We recommend its
establishment.
3. We conclude that significant improvements will be possible in the
data-handling capabilities and products. These will include extended
capabilities for machine-assisted interpretation, some automatic inter-
pretation, extended archival capabilities, and dramatically increased
cornputc-jtional and display applications. We envision these improvements
in a second data-handling system that would be in Operation in 5 to 7 years
after the start of the first system. We recommend that this second system
be planned for — providing appropriate checkpoints for the feasibility of its
constituent parts — and that subsequently it be built.
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2.0 REQUIREMENTS FOR EARTH-RESOURCES DATA HANDLING
2. 1 Data-Processing Bottleneck
This Panel %vas formed to consider issues raised during the first
summer of the Space Applications Summer Study ( 1967), which indicated a
need for consideration of the data-Dandling and distribution functions for
data derived from remote-sensing platforms. Early estimates of data
volume and of the potential data- processing requirements led to the conclu-
sion that a very substantial roadblock to the use of the data could lie in the
present capability for data processing. For example, imaging sensors
operating at 5-MHz bandwidth can readily produce quantities of digital
data of 10 12
 bits per day; if detailed digital processing of all these pieces
of information is required, one can quickly run out of computer capacity,
even with very large machines. In view of this, the Panel's earliest
con side ratioi:s probed the extent of need for detailed processing of the data.
2. 2 General Assumptions for Earth-Resources Data
As a result of those studies — which included reviews with personnel
frurn the Departments of Interior, Agriculture, and State, and visits to
facilities at NASA, ESSA, and the Universities of Michigan and Purdue — we
made the following assumptions for the earth-resources area:
1. The "user" %%ill require data and can use it iii raw and reduced
form. The output to the user will consist of pictures, images, maps,
tabulations, listings, and tapes of both digital and analog data.
2. The "users" include public agencies, scientists, private agencies,
and individual entrepreneurs.
3. The user skill and capability \will vary from that of "ESSA-type
users, it 	 substantial capability for processing and interpretation of
data to produce output information, to "ultimate users, " such as individual
farmers, who seek only information for personal management decisions.
4. The sources of data that constitute user information, in the context
of this report, include satellite photography and imagery, aircraft photog-
raThy and imagery, both satellite and aircraft sensor data of other forms,
ground sensor data (particularly as relay satellites provide the communica-
tion link), reduced data, and ground-truth data.
2. 3 Detailed Assumptions for the First-Generation System
Within the above assumptions, the follo , ving further assumptions hold
for the first-generation system:
1. A Data- Processing Center will exist to provide for receipt of the
various forms of data, processing to form images, reproduction and
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archiving of those images, searches in the files, ,eneration of and distribu-
tion of data on satellite position and status, an ,- command/control of satellites.
It %%-ill possess analog/digital conversion facilities, digital and analog proc-
essing facilities for image processing, and a broad range of equipment for
R&D by skilled personnel.
2. It is assumed that the major use of photographic and electronic
image data will be in image form, and by a suitably skilled interpreter. The
consequence of this assumption is to relegate automatic processing of image
data, for interpretation, to an R&D role until the next-generation system.
Ic will be important in that context, however.
3. a. It is assumed that such major archives as are maintained for
(2) will be in analog form--with entry from the communication system also
in analog form--either stored as photographs, on video tape, or both.
b. A capability must be provided to furnish digital tapes from
% , ideo tapes for R&D experimentation.
4. a. The satellite image input to the system will originate from the
satellites indicated in Figure 8. 3. 1. This, therefore, means a maxiinuin
of three satellites flying simultaneously--one foi general use, possibly an
additional one for hydrology and oceanography, and one for geology. Each
satellite has three spectral channels. The data for geology may not be
necessary beyond a three-pass output. This data source would probably
he used by other earth-resource groups. As a consequence, we plan for a
maximum of three- satellite output as the data source,
b, There is no attempt to provide for ESSA satellite requirements,
which we ass-ime are handled in their own unique systems. Copies of
selected ESSA image data should be made available for R&D usage.
C. The image output from the satellites will be in analog form. A
choice exists as to whether these data are relayed from the satellites by way
of a relay satellite or by way of ground stations. We assume several ground
stations. In costing-out the central system we assumed that communication
facilities exist, and are not part of the new costs.
d. The output of the processing Center will consist mainly of
images and analog tapes. In g,^neral, hard-copy images ,% ,ill form the
primary output, with selected small volumes of video-tape output.
e. The customers for this output will be primarily government
agencies or industry users, with smaller outputs on request by individuals
(primarily scientists). The distribution to agency-type users, and the
required frequency of coverage (see, for example, the report of Panel 1,
Forestry-Agriculture-Geography) implies that no sophisticated new distribu-
tion system need be built as part of this system.
f. Processing at the Center \ ,.-ill be to agency specifications. The
iniiiinium data added would be ground-registry data, sensor and filter
characteristics, and satellite data.
g. If sufficiently inexpensive ground stations can be built, direct
access to 'he satellite by local agencies would provide an opportunity for
direct production of imagery--for both other national and international users.
In this case the Center would provide the necessary ephemeris and other
satellite data. to these remote users.
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h. Requirements for global coverage will be provided by means
of an on-board tape recorder with ground stations in the United States.
5. a.	 The ground truth ,%-ill be collected locally for operational use,
and integrated locally with the imagery provided by the system.
b. In R&D cases, the ground truth may be brought to the Center
for special treatment.
C. Regional studies and publications would be broadly distributed
and perh«ps also stored in the Center.
6. There ,%-ill be an aircraft program for supplementary information
and for R&D on sensors, application research, and data- processing
techniques.
7. a.	 Satellite-relayed data from distributed ground sensors %,,,ill
also be used primarily by local agency users, although summary reports
,xill be required centrally.
b. Where the economics show that local collection makes most
sense, the data will be processed, stored, and summarized locally for
distribution through channels that will not concern the Center.
C.	 Where the data are collected by satellite, they can be trans-
mitted either to a center or to both a center and local agencies. For the
purposes of this study the only difference between these two cases is the
amount of distribution required, since we assume the data will be collected
and archived at a center.
2. 4 Consequences of the Assumptions
The consequence of these assumptions is that data will enter the first-
generation data-handling function from aircraft and satellite data-gathering
sources, the largest single source of data being the satellite imagery data.
The processing of the latter data only in analog form produces an output
product that lacks much of the value that one can anticipate for f,iture
systems that incorporate features of image enhancement and automatic
analysis and measurement. Our judgment is that this early product would
have significant utility, and not require large amounts of training for its
early use. Beyond that, we are convinced that an aggressive R&D program
could be mounted to upgrade the earliest standard-output products, and to
develop advanced uses. This conviction, in part, forms the basis for our
assumptions with respect to the experimenta. access to the first system.
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3.0 SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR DATA ACQUISITION
3. 1 Remote-Sensors Systems
A system employing remote sensors for obtaining earth-resources
information may consist of many components such as:
1. Aircraft and spacecraft systems containing remote sensors and
supporting equipments
2. Data-receiving centers
3. Data-processing and analysis centers
4. Distribution networks
5. Archives
These system components will be selected to support both operational or
pilot operational activities (that will provide immediate or short-term
benefits) and R&D activities (that will assure maximum long-term benefits).
There are many options, both with respect to the charac^.-ristics of the
individual components, and as to the manner of organizing and inter-
connecting the individual components.
Let us consider a few of these options by discussing five possible
sensing systems.
3. 1. 1	 System I - High-Altitude Aircraft
A high-altitude aircraft equipped with high-resolution color and
false-color-film cameras, side-looking radar, and a multiband visible and
infrared (ir) scanner. All data obtained in flight would be stored on board
(film or magnetic tape), and upon landing would be physically deli„ered to
a regional. cL nter. here the data would be logged in, developed, copied, and
selectively distributed as follows:
1. Agricultural agency charged with the responsibility of esti-
mating the total acreage of a certain crop
2. A large urban development and planning group
3. A signature-analysis research group
4. A national archives facility
Such an aircraft system will cover 1 to 10 million square miles per
year, depending on the type of aircraft, altitude, and swath width. The
smaller coverage assumes operation with a swath width of 10 miles, a 300-
mile-per-hour aircrAft, and operations several Lours per day. The larger
coverage assumes swath width of about 50 miles and five hours per day op-
eration with a 600-miles-per-flour aircraft. In either event a number of
aircraft would be required for single coverage--a substantial number (about
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20) being required for single coverage of North and South America in one
year.
3. 1. 2	 System II - Satellite Film Return
A lum -altitude (150 nautical miles) recoverable satellite equipped
with film metric camera(s) capable of imaging the earth (perhaps stereo-
scopically) in color at a resolution of approximately 100 Beet could be placed
in sun-synchronous orbit for about two to ' '.ree months. During this time it
would be remote-controlled from earth to obtain complete and cloud-free (if
possible) pictures of North and South America (about 15 million square
miles). At the end of this period, the satellite reentry s y stem \could return
the 2000 frames of exposed film to the earth's surface where it would be
recovered and delivered to a central processing center. Here the film %Mould
be carefully developed, indexed, and copied (perhaps 50 times) for dis-
semination as follows:
1. U. S. Government cartography groups
2. Various government, industrial, and educational. geological
groups
3. Participating members of international organizations
4. National archives
(A somev,, hat similar system: is discussed in
Panel 2 Geology report. —Ed.) 	 R
3. 1. 3
	 System III - Satellite Telemetry Systems
Three variations of possible long-life, unmanned, non-recaverable,
readout, medium-altitude (400-500 nautical miles) satellite s y stems are
presented here. All would operate in near-polar, sun-synchronous orbits,
have a 2- to 4-year life, and have a three- or four- spectral- band imaging
(television or scanning radiometer) system capable of 100-foot ground
resolution. All of these systems -,could "see" the entire 200 million square
miles of the earth every 17 days. Although all the systems \vould have a
wide-band (5-MHz) radio- transmission capability for electronically deliver-
ing the imagery to the earth, they would utilize different communication
links and routes.
It is advantageous to locate the first-generation data center at a
receiving ground site, particularly if timeliness of data becomes an im-
portant system consideration. The alternative is to have rapid-scan
capabilities at the ground station.
3. 1. 3. 1 S y stem IIIA - Direct Regional Readout
This system %vould communicate its imagery data in real time
directly- to the ground. Ground stations with tracking antennas would receive
data from the satellite v,-hen its orbit ground-track is within 500 miles of the
station. Thus, the area coverage per ground station would be similar to
the area coverage of System I--that is, one station for about 1 million
square miles, four to six ground receiving stations for the United States
and Alaska, 20 stations for North and South America, and 100- 120 stations
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for the «orld's landmasses and oceans. This s y stem fits in well \%ith
regional (rather than central) processing and analysis centers, wi*li the
regional processing center placed at the same location as the receiving
ground station. The satellite design is simple, v,, ith eartli-positio.i, attitude-
control system, and transmitter sized for a 1000-mile distance betv.-een a
2- to 3-dB fixed spacecraft transmitting antenna and a 25- to 30-dB auto-
matic-tracking receiving antenna. The satellite design is to a large degree
independent of other systems (e. g. , communication relay, satellite
net\vork s) and of operational use (e. g. , numbe r of ground receiving stations) .
Should it be desired to have all or some of the processing functions
performed at one central station, the four to six U. S. regional ground re-
r:eiving stations could relay their information to the one central U. S.
processing station via ground links or a geostationary communications relay
satellite.
Participation of foreign c intries could easily be acconimodated by
the implacement of combination ground receiving and processing stations
within the participating countries. (The concept of a ship-borne or mobile
station for temporary use in different ports of the world suggests itself. )
(This is similar to a system, Configuration II, described in the Panel 7
report, Points-to-Point Comniunicatioiis. --Ed.)
3. 1. 3. 2 System IIIB - Relay via Geosynchronous Communication Satellite
In this option, the satellite transmits its imagery data iii real time
to the ground via one of a network of geostationary communication relay
satellites. The re' -ty satellite in turn would relay the information to one(or more if desired) central receiving ground stations Thus, \vith the use
of the geostationary relay satellite network, a single remote-sensing
satellite can deliver global imagery in real time to a central ground station.
The remote-sensing spacecraft must have sufficient transmitter power for
a 25, 000-mile range between the tracking transmitting antenna and the large
fixed-area antenna on the communication relay satellite. (This is similar
to a s,,-stem, Configuration I, described in the Panel 7 report, Points-to-
Point Comniunications. --Ed. )
Processing of all the global data could be accomplished at a single
receiving and processing center. Dissemination of copies of the data to
regional stations, user agencies, or foreign governments can be accomplishes
by either mail or radio frequency links if a real- , time requirement exists.
Assuming the prior .- stablisliment of a Geostationary Communica-
tion Relay Satellite Network, System MB is the most economicA and
straightform.-ard way of initiating a global monitoring capability.
3. 1. 3. 3 System IIIC -birect-Delayed Readout
Ire this option. the ground receivers of IIIA and the uirect readout
from the satellite %vould be supplemented by satellite on-board magneti
tape recorders for the taking of imagery at locations distant from es*'iblished
ground receivers. -)ne assumes the existence of an additional recorder on
board to provide a backup capability. The reliability of the recorders and
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their operational life becomes a major consideration. Assuming that this
can be adequately handled, the system would use two to three domestic
receiving stations for repetitive U. S. coverage, and selected use of the
recorders for coverage outside the United States.	 This is similar to a
s y stem, Configuration IV, described in the Panel 7 report, Points-to-Point
Communications. --Ed.)
This option appears to provide the cheapest entry to a quickly
growing program and was assumed throughout our further discussions as
the likely imagery option.
3. 2 Dieti ihuted-Sensors Systems
The observation of the earth, its landmasses, oceans, and atmosphere,
has and \will continue to require direct or in situ measurements in addition
to information obtained by remote sensing. There exists a complete spec-
trum of level of sophistication of direct-measuring syStemG, starting at
une extreme with a pad and pencil for man to record his observations, to
automated instrument platforms contain ing sets of instruments, telemetry
and communications equipment. It is the latter class--automated instru-
ment platforms--that will be considered in this discussion. Use of .auto-
mated instrument platforms is normally restricted to instances ill \' hich:
1. Well-defined, repetitive measurements are required.
2. The site of the required measurements is remote from or not
accessible to man.
3. Real (or near-real) time delivery of the data to the user or analyst
is required.
Various global networks of such automated platforms, for observation of
various terrestrial features, are indicated. The Points-to-Point Panel
Report discusses in detail the manner in which a COTT1211unlcatlon relay
satellite can interrogate a global network of such distributed sensors and
relay the measurement data to one or more receiving and processing stations.
3. 2. 1	 Summary of Requirements
Discussions of the requirements for, and application of, automated
instrument platforms appear in the other panel reports (Meteorology,
Hydrology, Oceanography, Forestry-Agriculture-Geography, and Geology).
A tabulation and analysis of the communication flow imposed by an entire
net%vork of distributed sensors is presented in the Points-to-Point Panel
Report. The discussion that follows here attempts to establish the require-
ments on the Data-Processing Center of a global network of distributed
sensors.
1. The network will contain land-based, ocean- and lake-based
(buoys), and atmospheric (balloons) platforms.
2. The positions of most of the platforms will be fixed and kno\vn.
Some platforms (balloons and drifting huoys) %vill have time-varying posi-
trons, however.
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3. There will be a large variation in the number, type, and fre-
quency of measurements taken oil ach platform. For example, mane
hydrologic stations will normally report a single parameter—river stage--on
a once-per-day or once-per-week basis. However, ill
	 es of flooding,
certain of these stations will be commanded to report Hourly.
Another example is that of ocean buoys, which will act as platforms
for a whole complex of oceanographic and meteorologic instruments that
will require a rather long communication message four times per day. A
third class is represented by the volcanic and seismic sensor that will
normally be sampled periodically upon command, i)ut v.-ill "sound" an alarm
immediately upon sensing an earthquake or eruption.
4. Estimates of the size of the first-generation system are:
a. Number of Platforms , 20, 000
b. Number of messages/day 40, 000
C. Number of bits/day — 10 million
3.2. 2	 System F' unction
The main elements of the Distributed Sensor System (see Figure
8. 3. 1) are:
I
. The network of distributed sensors or automated instrument
platforms
2. Communication relay satellite(s)
3. A group of governmental agencies with the responsibility,
facilities, and organization for (a) monitoring and analyzing various data
(such as remote sensing, manned observation stations, automated instru-
ment stations) ; and (b) distributing basic data and analyses to various estab-
lished users—other government groups, industrial, educational, and private
groups, and foreign groups
4. A data-processing center(s) for (a) receiving observational data
from space (remote-ser_sing spacecraft and distributed ground sensors);
(b) organizing the data for dissemination to the •• arious government agencies
(e. g. , ESSA, Dept. of interior, Dept. of Agriculture) identified in (3)
above, and for archiving; and (c) monitoring performance of and providing
programming and scheduling control of the spacecraft data-collecting
functions
With respect to the data from the distributed sensors, the
processing center must:
1. Receive and decode the radio frequency signals relayed by the
communication satellite.
2. Change the format of messages if necessary. For example, the
single message from the ocean buoy may have to be re-formatted into t,.%-o
separate messages--one containing the meteorological information, the
second. containing the oceanographic information.
3. Sort and store the messages into piles, for dissemination to
the various using groups.
4. Distribute some of the information—e. g. , weather data—in
near-real time (perhaps computer to computer) over hard wire links.
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FIGURE 8. 3. 1 Functional s,,-stem description - distributed sensors.
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rFrom a data-processing standpoint, the volume imposed by the
single-center processing of global information is the most demanding, that is
1.	 Tne receipt, formatting, sorting, for\varding, and printing of
about 40, 000 messages per day ( 10 million bits) ; and
L. The generation of a comparable number of interrogation-
command schedules
This volume, and the type of data manipulation required, are small and
siinpl._^ compared to ti-e capacity and capability of modern high-speed
computer and central-processing units. The spacecraft data-processing
PKECEDiNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
4.0 DATA-HANDLING SYSTEMS
In considering the handling of the data from the satellite it is possible
to draw numerous interfaces for describing the functions to be performed.
The most useful breakdown for our con side r.itions was to assume that the
data-processing system would include command/ control for the satellite
data-gathering, and would also include an interface to the users.
4. 1 Breakdown of Functions
With those interfaces, the following (non-unique) breakdown of data-
hanciling functions was used:
Mission Planning and Support
Data Acquisition
Pre-Processing
Data Service Center
Interpretation and Analysis
Reproduction and Distribution
The interrelationships between these functions are shown in Figure 8. 4. 1.
4. 1. 1	 Mission Planning and Support (MP&S)
This function provides the necessary planning, command, control,
and verification to ensure that the mission is performed properly and that
the data obtained satisfy user requests. Mission Planning; and Support
works with the users to establish an early plan for utilization of the satel-
lites and for setting up priorities for the programming of the data-gathering
resources. The users include operating users and experimental users;
MP&S must have the capability to revise missions in response to user
requests, to analyze the data (misfunction detection), and to do external
analysis (for example, identification of clouds that make imagery useless).
This function provides predicted satellite data to ground receiving
stations, in order to assist in the data-acquisition process, and also keeps
a running record of satellite data such as timing, attitude, and sensor-house-
keeping data, for later incorporation in the pre-processing phase of data
handling. It provides (or designs) verification checks for incorporation in
the data-acquisition and the pre-processing phases, to ensure that com-
munications and sensor equipment is functioning properly.
4. 1.2	 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition provides an entry to the data-handling s}-stem from
the ground-based receiving equipment. It provides for preparation of data
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FIGURE 8. 4. 1 Block diagram of data-handling functions.
in a form suitable for entry and pre- processing, and also provides for both
alarm and routine communications with Mission Planning and Support. The
dat'i-acquisition function provides for high-priority sep.-iration of time-
perishable date, %vhere required. Its most common output will be tapes for
subsequent processing. Data acquisition must also provide a direct output to
users who desire the raw data.
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4. 1. 3	 Pre- Processing-,
The p re-processing function provides standard processing of data
for standard entry to the archives, and for delivery to the interpretation
and anal y sis phase. As such, it includes input of analog and digital data and
output of analog data in magnetic-tape, hard- coPy -image, and graphic form,
and output of digital data in tape, tabular, and graphic form. Pre-
processing provides the functions of data conversion, editing, re'(istry, and
posting (for example, entry of data blocks on output image film). It provides
a screening function for evaluation and verification -)f the converted data.
Pre-processing also provides a direct output to users, or to the interpre-
tation and analysis phase.
4. 1. 4	 Data-Ser- ice Center
The Data-Service Center provides the archival function foi the
data-handling s y stem. It provides files, indexes, and search techniques for
the storage and retrieval of Analog tapes, digital tapes, film, and other
stored media. It provides output in the form of tape, film, inde:^. printouts,
and catalogs of available data. The Data-Service ' _nter is responsible for
setting standards for the filing, gathering, and exchange of data--a key
element in cross-disciplinary and broad riser access to the data, and in the
future utilit y- and gro%%th of the data-handling system. This function provides
both standard output products, such as catalogs, and response to special
search requests.
4. 1. 5	 Interpretation and Analysis
The interpretation and analysis function converts data into useful
user information. It v,-ill provide future-generation interpreter-assisted
aids, and automatic interpretation techniques. In order to facilitate early
experimentation -with such techniques, the first- generation system provide..
advanced display capabilities and read y access to equipment.
4. 1. b	 Reproduction and Distributioii
The reproduction and distribution function produces the multiple
copies of data required and furnishes the distribution network for the
dissemination of the user products.
4. 2 Existing
 Systems
Appendix B gives a summary of existing s^ stems that have been sized
in our review. These have included a review of ESSA, Weather Bureau and
Satellite Center, Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy, and NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center.
These reviews identified a number of the capab ; lities and problems that
must be faced by the first- and second-generation data-handling systems,
and furnished "existence proofs" in a substantial number of cases.
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4.3 Centralization-Decentralizatioti
This Panel spent substantial time and effort in attempting to determine
the degree to which centralization is a necessary consequence of the data-
handling functions. %Ve concluded that, while a number of key functions must
be central, or centrally directed, the number of choices for putting the
system together is great. We further concluded that, with the rapid progress
in data-communications and computer technologies, and with the necessary
decentralization of some functions, complete centralization was quite unlikely.
The functions that require or benefit strongly from central location in-
clude mission planning and control, archives, a distribution interface for
centrally located data, some common services, R&D planning and coor-
dination, systems planning and standards. In the case of mission planning
and control, it is fairly obvious that a unified, central control point must
be in charge of the data-taking process oil 	 satellites, and of the verifi-
cation of that process. Archives should be centralized, in our judgment, to
efficiently provide a single source for users from many disciplines and
agencies. This does not preclude these users having localized files of their
own. Where entry of data is to a single point, it is also obvious that a cen-
tral distribution interface will exist. Where it is economical for major users
to provide independent collection facilities, this interface could be bypassed,
of course.
We envision the development of some con-in-ion services to a multiplicity
of users, %, -here (1) the same data are to be processed in different forms for
different users or (2) the szinie or different data are to be processed in the
same manner for different users; or where (3) economies of scale will be
provided by central location.
R&D planning and coordination and s y stems planning must necessarily
be central, particularly where the R&D is closest to operational test, and
as the system planning evolves to design phases.
Finally, the setting of both s y stem and data standards is an essential
element in the operation of a multi-user system. It must be centrally- managed.
On the other hand, the elements that naturally promote decentralization
include the need for diversified test sites, the availability of R&D talent,
the needs for education of future talent, the availability of interpreters
with specialized local knowledge, and the possibilities for close interaction
with the users. Also, certain groups have officiall y assigned areas of
responsibility that they would find difficult to centralize with others
Moreover, independent sources of funding may stipulate separate facilities.
Each of these considerations provides a strong argument for noncentraliza-
tion of the total data-handling function; collectively they provide an argument
for regional centers of some sort. We have not tried to size those centers
in this report.'*
4.4 First-Generation System
This system should handle roughly EROS (see Panel Reports on
Forestry-Agriculture-Geography, Geology, and others), GLU, and the
- :. Some discussion of this issue is contained in reference 43, Appendix D.
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satellite in GEROS and ocher systems. It should satisfy the initial needs of
Hydrology, Fore str}--A ;;riculture-Geograph}-, and Geology, and, together
,,, -ith suitable infrared sensors.in the ESSA program (Nimbus and other
satellites), should meet the needs of Oceanography. It is assumed that the
existing and planned ESSA program will continue to meet the Meteorological
needs. One of the satellites in the first-generation system could be placed
to obtain low-sun-angle imagery, thus meeting this requirement of Geo'.ogy.
It should be realized that the discussion below is meant to be illustrative of
the possibilities and time scales that are feasible, rather than outlining the
only way to solve the identified problems.
4.4. I	 Data-Handling System
We will define below the elements of a first-generation system for
data handling. The assumption is that data may need to be handled in ori-
ginal film form, video, and as relayed data from ground-based sensors.
The s y stem functions for each of these forms of data v, , ill be discussed
separately, although in operation all forms may be in the system simul-
taneously.
As was discussed earlier, ,%-e assume that there will be a central
location in the first-generation system which is charged with certain neces-
sarily centralized functions. Mission planning is clearly one of these
functions, as are mission control, files and archives, production planning,
standards and specifications, and overall R&D planning.
An essential element of the first- generation data-handling system
is the provision for experimental use of significant data-handling facilities;
although that capability, or parts of it, might also be provided outside the
center, we feel that a critical-size capability is necessary in at least one
location to promote experimental work to improve the system and develop
new applications. We concluded that location of that capability at the trchi-
val and control center would provide significant advantages in economy and
access to data.
For discussion purposes, the first-generation system is broken
down as follows:
I. Satellite Film
II. Satellite Imagery
III. Satellite Relay of Ground-Based Sensor Dcitta
IV. Aircraft Film
V. Aircraft Imagery and Sensor Data
VI. Ground-Truth Data
VII. Research and Development (R&D)
For this first system I, II, and III are discussed below. We assume
that IV is handled by regional organizations - possibly with an index to data
maintained in the Center - and with the Center setting standards and
specifications for its collection. V is assumed to be part of the R&D pro-
gram, and VI is handled for pilot operations by agencies, as with IV, except
for R&D ground-truth data. VII (R&D) is discussed for b th first- and
second- generation systems in Section 6. 0.
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4. -i. I. 1 Satellite Film, with Capsule Return
Roll Film
Black &- White
Color	 Input: 10-20 thousand exposures
Infrared Color
911
	
911
	
and transparencies
Black & Wllite
Color
False Color
Mission Planning and Support:
Data Acquisition:
Pre-Processing:
Data Service Canter:
Interpretation and An.ilysis:
Reproduction .ind Distribution:
Output: Rectification (it -Ieded) and
reproduction of input
Satellite ephemeris
Satellite attitude
Satellite housekeeping data
tellite timing
Satellite cornman(I
Mission plan from user requirements
Mission control
Capsule recover\
Satellite data recording on tape
Film processing
Rectification, if needed
Data block recording
Index film
File film
Provide search data
Index and file satellite data, mission
data
Agencies and other major user groups
provide interpretation.
Enchancement techniques
Film negatives provided to agencies and
other major users; these users
further reproduce for distribution
in their organizations. Individual
users have access 1)\- request.
-1. 4. 1. 2 S.itCllitL' In1.ioer% , with Relay to Ground Station
Input
1Zeturn Beam Vidicons--three wavelength bands,
Analog Data Rates--5 megahertz
Two , , round  stations, minimum
Satellite includes two tape recorders with 200-300 hr
life.
Entry to data system is analog tape.
Potential volume equivalent to 100, 000-200, 000 images/
yr.
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File and index analog tapes
File and index film
File and index digital tapes
Process search requests
Provide index catalog
P ro ,,-ide output from file for operational use and R&D
Data-Service
Center:
{
Hard-copy images in black and
Pilot opera-	 ,0iite or color
tional:	 Volume: 50-100 thousand B & \%'/\-r
15- 30 thousl-ind color/\-r
Analog tapes
R&D and	 Digital tapes
special	 Film
products	 It is expected that these users xill
require a small volume of d.ita.
Satellite ephemeris
Satellite attitude
Satellite housekeeping data
Satellite timing
Satellite command
Mission plan from user requirements
Mission control and schedule
Special data request entry
Ground stations prepare analog
digital tapes for satellite dat
Analog tape to film conversion
Analog tape to digital tape ( small
Data-block generation
Film- processing functions including overlap, recti-
fication as needed
Screen film for quality, coverage--and record
Output
N'issioil
Planning and
Support:
Data Acquisition:
Pre-Processing:
*_apes for video and
a. Ship to center
volunie)
Interpretation and	 Pilot Operational: existing agencies and major users
Analysis:	 R&D: capability acid advanced display
Reproduction anti	 Distribution: existing agencies
Distribution:	 Reproduction: volume assumed is of order of 10 copiesper original
*Exceptional cases, where it was desired to view imager y immediately, would
be handled by having a video-film recorder and a skilled interpreter at the
ground station and, possibly, special display equipment. Location of the
Center at the eround station. of course. makes this unnecessary.
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4. 4. 1. 3 Satellite Relay of Ground-Based Sensor Data
Either ground station or direct satellite
I ► iput	 to centerDigital recording on tape
Volume — 40, 000 messages per day
Pull oft high-priority data
Output	 Tape output otherwise
Searches, tabulations
Satellite data
Mission Planning and F ipport:	 Satellite commar, /controlMission plan from user requirements
Mission control and assurance
I
Data Acquisition:
Pre-Processing:
Data-Service Center:
Interpretation and Analysis:
Reproduction and 111istributiOO:
Ground stations
Data relay
Tape generation
Edit tapes
Prepare operating tapes
Prepare tables
Index anr - store tapes
Index and store maps
Provide searches
Provide index tables
Operational: Agencies get tape's
R&D: Primarily sensor-oriented
Tapes to agencies
Data relay
4.4. 2
	 Sizing of Data-Service Center
Iii considering input data in the form of I-film, II-imagery, 	 and
III-relay of ground-based sensor data, \^. • e concluded that the systems might
obtain data of Form I, would obtain data of Form II, and probable woulci-
obtain data of Form III.	 We consequently were led to a comp ex of equip-
ment large enough to handle II,	 after which the requirements for handling I
and III were relatively simple.
Again, there are a number of choices for handling this data proces-
sing. On an interim basis one could utilize the separate facilities of a
,lumber of different organizations and make do for the early stages of the
s\-stem. This is not a good solution once the satellites are flying and pro-
ducing data on a regular basis; nor does it remove the requirement, at that
time, of a heavy load of dedicated system time. A dedicated Center was
consequently assumed for this job.
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7.
DATA SERVICE CENTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
1-Ia rd%,- a re'--
Recei%-ing equipment::--,:-
Analog videu recorders (ti)
'I ape recorders (8)
Video-film recorders (3)
Analog/digital; digital/analog
conversion
,olllputer complex (full colnple-
nient Of e(lUipIIlCnt)
Archi%-es:	 films; tl'ipL'
Film processors
Film reproducers
Display- (highlighted because of
its likely expense)
Soft,,t-a re
Indexing
Tracking
Distribution
Mission planning; required for R&D and
special products
.Mission  ,alidatioIi
File handling; search
Data-block generation
Film handling
Table generation
Voice grade links (tu ground stations
for control and lo-,N -data-rate
Pilrposes)
Facilities
*We estimate hardware costs of the order of $1. 5 million to $2. 0 million
per year. This does not include people, consulnables, or software costs.
The estimates are, of course, only rough general estimates and do not
contain the detail required for substantive budget planning.
: *We have not included receiviig equipment as part of the Center, but have
included the recording and distribution equipment. One of the possible
choices is to locate the Center at a receiving-station site. We assumed
this to be the case for the satellite-relayed distributed sensor data. The
choice is not necessary oil
	 grounds, for the image data, until
timeline ss of th e data required wide-band facilities.
4.4. 3	 Standards
Early in she first-generation system it will be important to begin to
define the standards to be used in the collection, storage, retrieval, and
processing of the data. Much experience exists throughout government
agencies in the standards for data in iniage and electronic form. Early de-
cisions should not preclude evolutionary adoption of increasing standardiza-
tion in order to maximize cross-referenced use of data, nor should those
e,Irly decisions needlessly hamstring early experimentation.
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4. 4. 4	 Displays .ind R&D Equipment
It is assumed b y the Panel that extensive equipment and support
facilities for R&D experimentation , vill be made available in the first-
generation system. As a consequence, expenditures for advanced display
capabilities will be required in order that R&D experimenters can rapidly
the output, in various forms, of their experimental machine programs
and so that the experimenter can, with the computing equipment, begin to
learn methods for automatic and semiautomatic interpretation of the image
data. No less important is the need for a powerful and flexible facilit y- or
computation, analog- to- digital conversion for digital signal-processing,
flexible film- processing and enhancement capabilities, and programming
support.
4. 4.5	 Archives
The first- generation system is the start of what can become a most
important center of information generation and exchange; it is, therefore,
necessary to begin the preparation of archives plus provision for ready
access to data and information. As a consequence, at the beginning of op-
erations, we envisioned all the original data being archived %with, or as part
of, such a center. This archival storage should, so far as possible, include
tape, film, and other records for future research. We do not recommend
that all earth-resources data be considered for storage in such a center.
In fact, %ve believe it can be shown that this is impractical and inefficient.
However, the system should be designed in such a way that indexes to the
other earth-resources data—which might provide benefits in the interpreta-
tion of remote-sensed earth-resources data—could be subsequently incor-
porated into the archives.
4. 4. 6	 Digital versus Analog Data
'.%'e have assumed that most of the distributed data ,%-ould be in film-
analo,-, form. However, the experience obtained in the ATS and other E:SSA-
NASA pro g rams shows that significant advantages can be gained from the
digitizin<_ of the analog data obtained from vidicons and mechanical scanners.
Such form of the data allows cne to correct and transform them in numerous
WaVs. Our judgment, consequently, is that analog-digital conversion must
be pro ,,ided for R&D and special users. The special users would include
those for %%-hom conventional film-processing could not provide the degree
of image correction or enhancement required.
In the early stages of the first- generation system we do not envi-
sion that more t'. n a small fraction of the imagery will require such
conversion. Because of processing costs, the conversion of data to digital
form, and subsequent automatic interpretation or correction, will require
attention to special equipment and special techniques, if it is subsequently
to be done as a regular, comprehensive service. It is not clear that such
treatment of all the data v.-ould ever be needed.
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4. 5 Second-Generation System
4. `_ . 1	 General
There is no doubt that significant further reductions in digital-
computer computation cost/operation, ver y
 significant increases in digital-
tape storage capacity/unit area, and a vastl y enlarged displa y and disolav-
interactioi, capability will occur over the next 10 •,-ears. These increases in
data and image-handling capability will make it possible to do extremely
useful image-processing fobs in digital form and at useful rates of
	 duc-
tion, if thoughtful use is made of the capabilities available.
As we see the potential future for image-data handling, it %%-ill con-
sist of an evolution from the first- generation data s y stem, .%-hich utilizes
analog image-processing and hard-copy imagery for most interpretive
operations, to a second-generation s y stem with continued use of hard-copy
imagery for interpretive scanning and with digital- processing operations
f-)r classification, sampling in detail, and for elan-machine examination of
particular detailed situations.
4.5. 2
	
Pacing Elements
We do not view the development of new computer, display, or hard-
copy hardware as the pacing element in this evolution (although it is certainly
tempting to invent new devices that would appear to provide useful solutions
to selected problems). In these areas it is more likely the availability of
money to buy state-of-the-(then) art -supplemented by
 a few special devices
- that ,%-ill determine their availability to the program. To avoid misunder-
standing, we point out that the equipment will not be cheap, and the facilities,
collectively, would be the leading civilian image-processing center in the
%torld,	 one of the major computer compl-xes. We do, however,
conclude that other elements of the program are pacing elements:
1. The present research and development program to provide
timely development of techniques oased upon sound application-research
programs is inadequate in both magnitude and c.-iordination. It consists far
too heavily of scattered and poorly planned "shots" at opportune objectives.
The thoughtful programs are inadequately funded, equipped, and staffed.
2. An auxiliary part of this R&D program is the development of
special equipment, such as reliable, reproducible standard sensor pacKages,
and the provision of supporting data and image-processing equipment and
staff. But this equipment is just that - supporting- while the main objective
must be a broad R&D program that provides, as its planned output, working,
proven, and practical techniques for classification, enhancement, and
measurement of natural- resource , parameters of importance.
3. An additional element of the R&D program is ground truth. This
data input, one of the most neglected aspects of the program to date, is
an essential ingredient of a scientifically sound program. These data are
expensive, and the co:,ts xill he a significant element of the program.
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We conclude that a significant, coorriinated, R&D program or ­ 	ac-
cording to priorities is the pacing element to the realization of the note- ,. Cal
of earth-resources remote sensing. Without such a prr,er-im and the will to
realize its benefits, remote-sensing outputs will remain just anotho - C• iph' ,-
mentary aid to the classical interpreter. As such, the y may pay their way,
but they are not likely to provide profound changes in the understanding or
management (if resources.
1. 5. 3	 A Possible Second-Generation Systein Configuration
Imaging
Mission Planning and Support	 A.s before , bu'6 with a far greater
role in planning and coordination
Data Acquisition	 As t_)efore	 with greater bandwidth
Pre-Processing	 Analog tales
Selected digital tapes
Imagery
Sorne automatic screening
Data-Service Center	 Vastly expanded in the range of
indexes to storage--includes ground
truth, other interpretive and pre-
dictive data (e. g. , weather forecast)
Interpretation and Analysis 	 Greatly changed through addition of
on-line displav and interpretive aids,
automatic interpretive techniques
for measurement of signature areas
and changes over time sequence - a
flexible, operational facility for new
natural- resources inte z prete r and
s cienti st.
Reproduction and Distribution	 Still a high volume of imagery to
agencies
Visual aids generated
Summary data
Provision for analog and digital tapes
Some operational agency work per-
formed in the Cent;: or one of
its satellites
Remote Use of the Center	 The interpretation, analysis, and
distribution problems can be greatly
affected by the existence of time-
shared terminals to the Data-Service
Center from remote users. Data, in-
cluding video data, can be made
available to analysts at their home
First- generation system	 locations.
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4. 5. 4	 Predictions and Assumptions
1. Satellite Data front Ground-Based Sensors
We expect a significant increase in the number of sensors and
in the worldwide use of such data.
2. Entry Points
We assume Vat the second- generation data system will have
data entering the system from satellite imaging, ground-based sensors, and
ground-truth sites. We assume no film input from dither aircraft or
satellites will be required, although handling such data would not be a heavy
burden.
3. Data-Service Center flardware: Costb and R&D Facilities
Estimated costs, not including, R&D -- $20 million/yr. for
equipment, manpower, and supplies. We have estimated that the Center
should be in operation at this level within 10 years.
4. 5. 5	 Design Considerations
The evolutionary development we are proposing should give adequate
time for the second-generation system to be designed with care. The follow-
ing considerations are important for development of the design.
The major underlying philosophy for the second-generation system
should be a concern for the development of high-quality service. The quality
of the overall service should not be degraded by limiting the data-acquisition
system to current practices in measurement techniques, network design,
and data-handling procedures. The main emphasis in design should be
placed on the potential for changing these practices to achieve higher-duality
support.
A high degree of automation for the 1978 implementation is a pro-
posed goal. It is desirable and feasible, both technically and economically.
The principal requirements for attaining automation are:
1. Resolution of any conflicts between sensor design, parameter
definition, and standard practice
2. Refinement of the definition of requirements for the various
regional programs	
13. Development of initial designs for all interfacing subsystems
The development of the design of the second-generation system can
be based on the following three major elements:
1.	 Scientific element - includes identification of the scientific ob-jectives of the system in the broadest sense. It also includes the selection
of times (discrete or otherwise) and of sampling points that will satisfy the
objectives to an acceptable degree.
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2.	 Technical element - consists of the observing or sensing tech-
niques to be used in providing the anticipated measurements.
3. Service element - may b
or operational element. It involves al
the interface with the users, including
control, and organization.
called the procedural, data-handling,
the activity between the sensor and
data processing, display, quality
Based on these design elements, tradeoff analysis should eventually
be undertaken. The general order for tradeoff analysis can be to:
1. Develop a reasonable set of scientific objectives for the de-
liverable products, including a set of parameter- sensing points, and fre-
quency of delivery.
2. Specify the techniques and classes of equipment to be used for
deriving the parameter set.
3. Specify the service concepts of the design that will deliver the
product effectively and efficiently.
The general methods and many of the data-flow alternatives are
shown in Figures 8. 4. 2, 8. 4. 3, and 8. 4. 4. The purpose of the procedures
outlined in Figure 8. 4. 2 is to enable management to make decisions concern-
ing the implementation phase of the study and the future of the data-
acquisition program. They help define more clearly the costs and benefits
of likely alternatives in malting decisions. A primary concerti is to identify
major data-acquisition problems, provide alternative solutions, evaluate
z:osts and benefits related to each alternative, and determine which con-
figurations are most appropriate to potential goals of the decision-maker.
Several key decision steps are nCL('ssary to arrive at a detailed
description of all network locations to be incorporated in the evolving data
system. Each succeeding decision level depends upon preceding decisions,
and unless some si p	-fying assumptions are made, the number of potential
configurations become- astronomical.
The first step in accomplishing this objective is to determine user
requi rements. But in a very real sense, defining user requirements
implicitly fixes the station density, the types of parameters to be measured,
and the frequency of measurement. Determining requirements must be
considered an iterative process. One approach to the design could be by
identifying parameters that can be measured. Included in this step should
be an estimate of parameter density/accuracy and frequency of observation.
The next step, primarily a definition of the first-generation system,
would be to identify a baseline of activity against which to measure proposed
new systems. Parallel to this step, Can effort can be made to decide which
observational techniques should be used to provide a given set of data. Also,
alternative configurations of each of the networks within the subsystem can
be postulated.
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T he remaininc steps are primarily analytical in nature, and include
analysis of alternati\es, analysis of tradeoffs, and conclusions and rec-
OIl1Il1l'11 da t10115 .
4. 5. t)	 Evaluation of Alternative Pla11s
Subjective factors for evaluating it s y stem can be discussed from a
number of vie\vpoints, such is performance or effectiveness and benefits.
To be useful, however, they must be eventually related to the fuliction Of the
s\ - stellls being evaluated. In this case, the s y stem will be serving mail\•
user groups. It is thus important that the subjective criteria be related to
the user. This suggests using "user satisfaction" as a vector, with conl-
ponents from it portion or all of the other subjective criteria.
For any type of information provided by the major input networks, a
subjective measure'me'nt for alternative network designs can be defined by
addressing till.' following basic questions.
1. Who \\, -tints the information?
2. HOW Will they use the information?
1. How and where must the inform;ltiOn be provided?
Wliiit ( onsequcnces result if the information is not received in
the prescribed nl;inlier?
Bel • ause of the varied demands of a large and complex set of user
groups, a dilemma arises in attempting to derive singular ans\-, • ers for eiich
of the questions. A simple method of resolving the dilemma is by coinpro-
mise; howe\cr, to compromise by designing a network to meet the require-
nlcaits of -till users equally increases the cost to impractical limits. Another
illethod of ;achieving a solution is to assign priorities to the different user
LZro:il)s. A potential pit£;tll in this approach is that it causes fixed objectives
for the overall system, while only it portion of onv subsystem is being
studic(l.
Since the system \'.ill be concerned \\'ith is numb er of basic types of
observat ions, one s oltltiou might be to h ave each ty pe of obst'i-vation Netw ork
oriented toward the degree of enlph;asis placed on it by the requirements of
-t1 p.trticular user group. From this \-W\\point , there is a set of go.il-oriented
alternatives for each t y pe of net\vork. A combination of networks that in-
cludcs the specific objective from each type of network forms the basis for
all Integrated network, \' `, ich can be goal-oriented b y manageI lent emphasis
of ii p .a rticul.i r component ne twork. Figure S. -1. 5 shows an example of data
flow in w pieta the jwt-ish.tbility of the data is the criterion.
The capacity of any s)-stem design to nieet ever-changing inputs, proce-
dures, technological (it.\elop rents, and output characteristics is perhaps the
most important of the sail je Live crite ria. A well-conceived design should
not be outdated before it e,an be implemented. Unfortunately titt'l'e Care many
more questions thrill alls\\'ers in this al'ea.
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5.0 TRENDS IN DATA-PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
One of the Ma i n factors favori ng all evolutionary- approach conies frolli
the continual development of new equipment. This is equally true ill d.1ta
processing and the development of nc\v sensors and spacecraft.
A curve representing the speeds of large computers relative to the years
ill which they became available shows an exponential growth in speed f ruin
the UNIVAC I ill 	 until the 360 Mod 91 in 197. The trend has called
for a factor of 10 in raw computing speed every 5 or 6 years. A ne\v conl-
purer o11 this trend -line has appeared every 3 or 4 years. During t11e same
period the cost of large computer systems has gone up continuously, but at a
much lower rate than t1 tt of raw performance. The net result has been it
considerably improved performance-to-cost ratio.
Ono can make similar analyses of coniputer characteristics, such as
reliability, and physical p. rameters such as physical size, ^,iid storage size.
They all show the steady improvement of a new, growing field. A leveli114;-
off has been predicted almost every year, but there is no real evidence that
the r.ttes of improvement will change Much for the next 8 to 10 years. These
comme nts apply best to the larger, ^-vneral-purpose processors. Differen t
rules may apply to smaller, speci.tl-purpose computers, which are built
minder greater constraints.
In addition to raw computing speed, the most significant trends in data
processing are probably (1) the continuing improvement in storage device,
And (.') the development of communications-based, multi-access s y stems. All
these trends can be very important to the evolution of data-handling systems.
The use of communications-based data processing can make 1111IC11 of the
Data Centers' computin g power available at remote locations. Similarly,
it can make data stored at remote locations available at the central facility,
upon request. This concept of time-shared terminals (including video) alone
could easily dominate the future evolutions of the data-handling system.
The following table gives some estimated figures concerning computer
speeds .md storage, both at the present time and at the time of the sec:ond-
gencr.ltion data :,y,stcni. Wiese industry trend; are illustr. ► ted ill the
followinQ table and figures..;,
:-Figures 8.	 2 and 8. 5. 4 are reprinted \\ith permission from ,.,ATAX1ATtnN,
J.lnuary (1-'ebruary), published and copyrighted 1968 by F. D. Thompson
I'uklic,ttiuns,	 hic.. )"I M,tson St. ,	 Greenwich, Conn. OuS30.
Figure S. 5. 3 is reprinted with permission f rural INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE
& TECHNOLOGY, January, published anlcl copvrightv(I I' l - 11 by Conover - blast
Publications, Inc. , 205 East 42nd Street, New Yorl:, N. 1
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Drum (I Bead/ 1. 2M byte s/ -1M to 12M
track) sec bytes
Disk Pack 156K bytes/ 100M bytes
sec
Bull: Core 5?,:11 bytes/ 4M bytes
sec
3214 h\-tes
> 4M bytes/
sec
>2M bytes/
sec
(effective)
3 x 1012
bytes
>,SNI b\•tes
r.
TABLE S.5. 1
COMPUTER SIZE AND SPEED CHARACTERISTICS:
PRESENT VALUES AND ESTIMATED VALUES AT THE
TIME OF THE SECOND-GENERATION SYSTEM
190,E Value Estimated 1 0 78 Value
Device Speed Capacity Speed Capacity
L.lr ,.;e Computer ti million 2 million 700 million 128 million
instructions 8-bit bytes instructions 8-bit bytes
per second internal core per second
External Storage
Devices
Tape (standard 32K bytes/ 4M bytes 512K bytes/ 641\4 bytes
sec sec
Archie Storage	 I
Device s
Flexible Media	 OM bits/sec	 3 x 10 12 bits
Video Tech-
Data Cell	 56K bytes/	 `BOOM b\.tes
( M 6l gnetic)	 sec
Data Store	 BOOK bytes/	 2.38 x 10
(photo digital)	 sec	 bytes
Laser Record-	 BOOK bytes/ I 2.4 1 I1 bytes
i t l 'L; ^;: ;;	 sec
>20M bits/	 > 10 x 1012
tieC	 bits
M Million	 Experimental - see Damron S. et al.. AFIPS - 19613
K = Thou.,and	 Fall Joint Computer Conference, Vol. 33, part 2,
p. 1 381
11'xperimental - see McFarland K. and M. Hauhiguch,
ibid, P. 1369
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FIGURE 8. 5. 4 Projected comparison of costs per bit for various
computer storage technologies versus time.
Fief: Datamation, February 1968, David Mayne
(reprinted by permission)
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6.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
6.1 Application
The program of research and development discussed here includes the
work which develops applicable techniques and new products for incorporation
into the first- and second -generation data systems. As such, much of it is
discussed in the Forestry-Agriculture-C,eograpliy Panel Report (Panel 1) and
in other earth-resources panel reports. However, we will highlight here the
elements of he total prosyram that we feel to be the most significant.
6. 1. 1	 Overall Coordinatio n
The R&D program will include elements directed to development of
sensors, platforms, and data-processing hardware. Those Hardware de-
velopments must be guided by (and not become the reason for) the user needs
and the evolving user-oriented R&D techniques and new-product program.
We envision the R&D program as bc;i.lq udder a management heavily oriented
to extending R& D programs through to pilot- operational pleases. This re-
quires all
	 of hardware, science, ground observations, and ., test
program under a management dedicated to denionstrating feasibility of new
user techniques and products.
In addition to the stress we place oil the centrally directed and more
engineering-oriented program ("engineering" in the sense of carrying pro-
grams to pilot-operational pleases, although tine individu.ile involved in th+^
program may be engineers and scientists of phvsieal and biological science
backgrounds), we anticipate a fairly l.road-rangiclg exploratory scientific
element in the R&D program. - This part of the program provides opportunity
for developing dramatic new understanding, Highlighting potential new ap-
plications, and involving and training people in the university community.
6. 1.2
	 Ser.sor Development
A strong need exists for stand.i rd, calibrated, Dependable sensor
tools for both flight and field tests. We leave not concerned ourselves with
the magnitude of this job, but restate its importance and the need fur the
development of these tools under the guidance of the scientific users,
6. 1. 3
	 Data 1 iLindling
Once again, and even more s • ron '0y than ice the case of sensurs, we
believe that the orinic^ requirement is not radic,.ally new tools, but rather it
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sitting of the avail,thle and developing tools to tilt' needs of the scientific
user. We can s et' the need for special display quipment, high- s pecs
analog - to - digital conversion, and possibly special processing capabilities
(both analog and digital). The special equipments should not be all R&D
end in themselves, but rather a service provided to till' user. At the risk
of saying it too often -- the hardware-oriented development work should be
viewed -is an underpinning to the mails program of user - orielltt-d R&D, not
as the program.
6. 1.4	 Facilities
As we ha%v discussed elsewhere, we as: itme at least ont• location
where ext o nsive experimental facilities for data handling (illcluciing acL•ess
to ground truth) are available to the experimental R&D canl111LInity. Both
f;l • sl- al ► d second-generation data systems should have some portion of their
persomit-1 worlcillg on data-service illlprovt'lllt'11ts and the illcoi-poration 1-tnd
development of new ser%ices. Fxaniplt's include better 1110thods fur pr'-
m-111ing data, data-reduction services, displ.ty progra ms, new exCeption re-
purtn, and so forth. The improvement of this Service requires an under-
strtnding of user needs, and a ll intor,tction with the Blain R&D pI'ogr:tlll.
6. 1. 5	 The' Main Program
ti
As we svc the k&D program, the' heart of it	 tilt' dt'velop-
nit'11t of new user-oriented scieIlce and products. This is Mitre lilt' extensive
ground- truth pr ograms reside, where Llle WO1'k 0I1 SCIIS0r-SIg11atU1'e 1't'search
uccurh, al ld where the test operational flights and data an.tlysis provide a
service. It -All be Necessary in this program to be sensitive to a balance be-
tW-Vll user products that can lie developed quickly and those of .t longer-range
nature, particularly for the wise investment of manpower. Programs where the
uncertainty in the development of useful new products is least - for extimple,
where detcetion of show or water provides the basis for measurellient - should
receive first attention of the development groups. lligh - risk areas, where sci e n-
tific knowledge or empirical discrimination is least, should be tackled by small,
exploratory efforts. These comments m.ty appear obvious, but they heed to he
emphasized. Within those reservations, tilt' tins,' 6111edule6 and test programs
Noted in the Forestry-Agriculture-Geography Panel Report are quite reasonable.
6. 1. 6	 Costs
Although somewhat outside the scope of this Panel, we ,judge that the
"Mails program" WOUld run abf^ ut $ W0	 10 million per year,	 with a time scale
for build - ttp to this I,'Ve1 of about 5 years.	 Funds at this level would allow
groups of about 50 professionals to focus all each of perhaps 10 major appli-
cation areas,	 and to receive a significatlt al110tlllt	 of stll y port from hardware
and flight- tv. t groups.
6. 1.7	 I':duL';ttiorl,tl Nveds
The need to con sider edticatiolht l rrqui renlellt s is apparent through-
Out  the Pant • l study. 'These rCgUirenit'llt s are listt • ti oil tilt• following page.
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	 TritininL! of the prenwi-if1% , av4-tiI,thIt- i ► ltc'rprc'tt • rs ill ag;t'ncivs, 'Nttcll
.ts Ag;ric.ulttire, ill the tine of imagery ol-taint'tl from satt-llites in dic fir , t-
gene ration sy st en: ( This is pr ub ah ly the most u rgent ne vd, c•.t l I i ng for st ren-
ilotls itild immt'(llate efforts 1)%' .tuoncles 1- ind univi-i-sitir.s. )
.'..	 TraininQ of tilt- sanit' ct)nln anity ill tilt' skill-, nt't'clt'cl for intvr-
pretatlon of d a t a oht.,inecl from diet:nil untionA sensors ill .tirc r aft, h4tlloon5,
and utc.er carriers	 (sensors other thitil C0ll%'1'1ltiu1l.1l t'.tillt'ra`i with b1at'k 111141
white or normal color fillet)
3. Expostire of menlht'rs of tllc' Qttivr conlneunities, and in particul.tr
(1,•cision - nl,tkers, to the nature .dice valet' of rc'mutr'ly sensed &,ta from sp.tt't'
111d aerial plCitforrtls
4. Education anti training to partially mc't • t tht' nl,tllpuwer 1leeds by
reeducation and t'volt ► tiontry training of interpreters to pi-t•pare them for
. ,. , ork with futtlt • t' ^:,envr,ttions of systems tll.tt will ust- nlort' sophistic, ttt'cl
-wnsors and tl.tta- procc'srsing techniclnt's
S.
	 Purnlal cducacion programs within tilt• acadvinic comnitlllitN to
produce, oft longer tinit' scalt'S but with }treater tlt'pth anti st rt'ng.;th ill fillida-
► nentals, the nkille.l interpreters, scientists, ni,mag vrs, pkinnt' rs, .tlld
(k'cision-nlak'u-rs nt't'clrcl for t'fft'ctivr prod °isms
Our conclusion is that this training; mt:St necessarily lie a key part
of the overall plan for cievt'lopnit'nt within tilt- t'ctrth-rt-sources remote - st'n511119
program.	 Large ptt rts, if not Al, of this t r.tilli ► lg; itilcl ecltication prog,r,im
should ht' wider tilt' guidance or supervicion of tilt- org;anizittion responsildr for
tilt- R&D program.
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7.0 IN'I'EUNA'MONAL, CONSIhEMATIONS
TIIt . I	 I	 5I)l'111	 ,11 1 1)1'l'l'l,ll)Il'	 I	 ill Ic	 S1llll^'llig	 I	 III ('I'l1,1t11)I1,d t't)1IN11It-1'.Illl)ll"
1II	 Ordt'r it)	 (Il'1l'r11111 ► t'	 Illl'ir	 possihit' (-Ifl't't y 	 ml	 ,IlloI'll,ltive	 Si	 , stl'11 ► h. I'lll'y
1'@vlt'\\"d 1),Inl	 Ill-;i()1'y,	 t'l)11 y 11I1'1'l 'lI lilt'	 ti)	 by	 1",11 • Ilt -do l'l)Ilslllt 'rcd 	 lilt-
lilt l'1'll,ltll)I1,11	 t'onsid( . 1'.11iml ., W()I1111	 11,1\'t'	 ml	 v,11'1t111N	 sy`1tl'ms, l'Il,l y ,	 ,IIIII
I,l'lll'lit.1i l()	 tlll'	 llllitt'll	 statt'H.	 '1'llt' W()1'Ill	 WI'.Illll'l .	 W,Itch	 Wits rt'vil'wcd.	 1,11i'+
t')foi 1 is H11111111,1ri%l' l l	 ill	 /11)I)t'I.11ix A.
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H.0 PROBLEMS
H. 1 Standards
`Ye l ► .tvt• .issitnit-d lhrotight,llt that a (l.tt.t-p rocessing; systeni would provide
output for .t nlllnl)er of llst • rs, inc • Iuding; users from diverse disciplines, users
im' lvcd in v.trimis tipplit .1tiotls, and users re(Iulring R&D actt'ss or speti.tl
products,	 Tht` utility Of the system will ht .
 limited 1)\ • tilt• extent to which
rt•t'Ords call be kt'pt, ,nd can later be used, col)verti'd, y 1nllnl.trized, .tnd
w1wr` ise n1.1111I)lll.ttod by this broad rang y of tlst'rs.	 This rt-quires that.
st,indards bt' t'stablished and nl,tilltainecl for the ways ill
	
the data arc
obtained, prutt'ssvd, and pkict'(l ill archives. Such standards 11 ► ltst I)e estab-
lisht • c1 with respect t() sensor instrunientation, to ensure the ability to repeat
tncl extt• :1pOl.tlt' (1•tla Obtained by different its, l's.	 Stand.trdo ill thtl archival
h ' tndling of (1,11.1 will pn)vidt• means for c omm on searCh .tnd tlassificatiOtl.
1 • 'in.tlly, s1.111(hrds ill flit• t • \.tlll.ttiutl prt)crdtlres - for exatl ► ple, the hv.tluatimi
of tl.tssificatiml techni(Iut•s - will greatly aid dovelupm ent
 Of improved 11rO-
tt•clllt•t•^.
Tht' llla ► lnt'r ill which tht'st • st andards are est.tblishcd tall have a grt`.tt
etlet • l (lltt ► li the (ystvm pt-rfm• nla nce. 	 Fort1111,ttt • ly much experlt'ntt` already
eXlsts tt N r tilt` indexing mid
	 standards for tht` structuring
of 	 W ltilmll (Imtht, however, one ()l tilt' .tims ill the
t • \'ulutiotl of a lltst • flll data systetll is early attclltion to the developillt • !lt of
it.-wflll st.lndards.
8. Z Cont rill
111 a moltidisciplint • , nlultiapplic t.ion d . tta syrtem ouch as this, priority,
sthucttling, and \et• it'iCation of tlie mission is a key element.	 It rvgtlirt's
t'st -till i:.f ling thmigh tful alltw a tiun of the resources among; tt aivrs and de sig ning
fill' Ol,tinliutlt tltili e.atiOn of those res mirces.	 The user, in tllrll, recluirt • s a
n ► etllud lot• (4'1t • rtl ► ining %%hat data are availahle. ill the sydtrtlt, so that he can
re.ttt tin tit.' Wr ,tell ► t0 improve the utility Of the cl.tta to his nt•eds.	 The user-
tontrul-.t r.l ► i^e intel• fate is a Complex one, A nd ► • iii vi-quirt- thoughtful effortlr,
.JS ntttt-d in aril•
 previous discut+siun of the deemul-generation data *ydtt•n1.
1' l ► e RILD progr.tn ► presentm a somewhat different problem of co ► ttrol. As
we noted prvviousl^, thin program is a key element in tl ► e. evol it! ioil froth first -
gi-ner . ttiOn to wecond- gvnt`ration myrt tenls. Thum it mutt be plannod ari part of
this t'\tlllttioll. Thia pi-inning roquirt ' m a dettiiig of priorities among the vari-
ous ' tpplic,ttion i:re .tri. The incorpt,r.ttiun lit' the output Ol R &D into the vecolld-
mt•ner • ttion mymtenl t• e(ltlirom that tht • devrlopment part of H&D lie carr ied to a
ptiut-t ► lteratiolt . tl pl ► .tmv w hvn it im cleat' lh.tt till- si)httion re.tlly c%l)rkt►
 ill a
•.a.rrr.- tee- wtr, .
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workinu cnvironnit-w.	 Such
	
t-ttin lv of priorities ,111(1 pilo1-oper.ttiot1.11 oxtvll-
sion of the RK 1) pro ,gr.t111 \^ ill rc(Ilti rc cc11t r,tl p1.t11ning ,111(1 1114tllitge:ll( • lit,	 i11
ottr jildgilu • nt, if tilllt • ly it11(I cffeclive progr.i111s arc to I,e developed.
N. 3 Educat ion and Upgrading
Thrott,t;hout the ((r,.till"" Itions tltilir.ing tilt' data - .tt1(l particul.trl\ is t1ew
nctlsor y M10 nt•\^ forms of processing .trc intco(luccd - thcrc will he .t nccd
for c (It wit tit) II .t lid ult ►;ritding.	 As discussi-d previoltsl^, these nce(ls t•\tvlld
till tllc way from tt• .tiniiig tht- nc\% , Ph. D. to the matter of t•Illimicini.4 interpreter
shill s. 	This promotion of c(lut • .(tion an(l ttpt.! r.tdillt; tllust he 1),111 of the Pt. 1)
A M I (I.ttit - center pI -Ind,
H. 4 Who's in Charge?
l'hi, is .t big (Ittestion, for whit:h tllt • rc is 110 obvious anw\kcr.	 I'Iic I'.tncI
rccomnlrn(is that NASA he give 1 this rer-ponsihility, sitice it i., (Ihvluub that
sonic org,IlIif,ttion rllust 6e ill overall chargo of (I.tta gotherini.: mid \ crificatit(ll.
lit' R&D mid pl a nning rv(ptir y o\cr.tll directiotl. The )ptitmm for anslgning
1 1 1i.4 respot ► -,ihility ire ntmicroils. Ottr jtidgnlcnt, homc\er, does not Ivad 1t,
to he s) mpittltctic to a "t'ot11n1ittcc .tppro.tch. " lt.tthct • wt. hclievc 111.11 t lc.t r
,.mthority should lic estahlisht-d .1110 respmisihilit) fi\ct' for the \.triou:t cic-
lllt • 11ts of tilt- program,	 it lc.t:il lhosc th.tt clv.(1'ly rt-q lire (t 1111'.(1 (lirecllotl 	 or
ct(II(•('lton of (I.tt:t.
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J. Q CONCLUSIONS AND R I.COM MENDATIONS
9.1 Colic Ills ions
We .11• t • vow. illtt • ci ih.tt	 ttl'ilitt • ,1 \\itll illl.tt; ill ►; ,t ' nsorS call be fl ► )\\11
 
anti
can pr ovide u y t'flll out; ) ttt ti 1;.t ill the 11t',t r futurt•.	 W .. .trt' fit rfli ' r : onvintt•cl
111,it -it l'I1 t' a l'l\	 ;att'IIYtt' %\' ate Ill Is l'. ► I1 t' \t,l\t` to "it ifiv . tntI\ I I I o v v 1)roadI\
lt:•t'fill ',	 tt' tit , throtit4h 111e 1111 orpuratio n 	it sabst • (itivilt 1)l'06Zl"1111K 111 !4011Pt411•4
,tUd ( I ' lt•t- handling tt'1 1l ► 1t ,11 ► >;).
\Vv envidinn .t 1)rol.;t•.%m for v.%rth rr%ourtrll that p rot, ve(lsi from rt•l.tti\rl^
II'.tltllttt)1• \1,iCtl data - g.Ytlivring .tilci • 1)rol't • •r+ illi; flillctiolla 1 to .t s111101.11111 Lily
lll l ► ro\ t•cl S\ ,tt• 111. MCI'r .t 114 • rit,cl of I l l \ ra r a.	 IAA fi r .,t S+\ att'ttl \\ o t lld h.kildle
&o.t In lurlll %1 th,tt majo r tt:•1'1'^art- . 411• t'.YCI}' prt • part'cl to inivi, prt ' t. \N hilt.
 tilt-
mt•t 1111141 , \ att'nl w ool (I ilit- I	 It pro i:.iotl tit Ilv \\
 prodtittei , sionit • .titto111,Yt1t
i11tt • r1)rvt.ttltll	 a11c1	 0 	 lt • \\' si • I• \ it'v s ia,Ysod . )n Ilew ' not \ 4 • t ioI • I;t.%114T.d
\\ori,ltl^; I,IIU\\lt'tlt;t'.	 1'11t' vsdo t 'ttl.tl and 11.1tllli ,l tIt , ulvilt ill tilt' I I .
 111Miti011 f1•0111
tilt' firmit to tilt' Act and tivatt • ill im all aggi. t • 1614ive,	 10kl) I)rt)t;r.t111.
1 ht • ciiarat-tt • riit tic d of that R& 1) 1)ro.:r.t111 nititlt intlticit • (.t) .4	 vIt • , tlt,ll of
Illt)tit important 111 . 1)hI . 'ills mid i ► rioritien. (b) .1	 a tort )t, 1)rt ► \ t'
t	 tt'.tall.i .l\ of lilvil' lsoltitiolls h\ the toll billod t Ovate of scie ntists .til(!
e"	 tllt • 1'rs Mit) t.trr\ tilt, wulttt-uti to ,t tvat- o11t • rAtiunal phsss, atlti (c) tit%•
i ► ;	 1111/,,Ilion of thv,-%v % • (forts art ► ti11t1	 `r•tltiid-ICttlil. d%11	 •,
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i 1l.tliorm iwttA litiva.	 Vitt- Ithn 1 rowr,1111 tlmat lit e vAti . tlt•ci ill it • i'1)1r 44 its
tit IIItlltatr Ytt'tl all(l I): t)\ ell ill s }llt ' lilt'llt.tiblt • prugra1111i.	 rhedr, 1)1'o,; r,tmv will
r,'(litirr is illarrt . ti;t' of tik ili is tit t • .%rih-rt ' rt)tirt-r11 ocietwom for wit;n . iture AnAI \'-
+1 + (illcludilit! t4'mpt lral. o+1),tt1.4;, .41141 apt`% t!'.ti Ai(ti lldttirp M), sl.tla • ail.%i\ sis and
• al'l1+,411' ml. ills.	 mtl e\i14'rilllt • nt dvoiI,ai1.
+ i Itecom il.cul.lt ions
I.	 A . rt•..,illll ► rnd that . 4 x.ctrllite 1>,romran; to iv, o\ itit• pit toriai iilt,11'11 .4..
%h i ll 1 ►, 111111.1tt • tl1i11t114diattt • ly.	 'rms v.%rl\ 1111 }1it • 1',rtitntiotl Nlli provide .i
Iliv.4141 to 001, t' 111.411\ of the tti aer
	
11111,%1 probit- 1., ai,d ..I>do provide
llltit 11 tit tllel iit;%lt • rs,t.%iltitl'llt retiltired for l , titire l more sophislit ated s', stems.
2.	 We rvtke)11l:llr'iltl 16,41 pl.c nllillg. v, tit. .t1 1 11ropriatt' , hrckpai lxts. iw
1 III 1 i 's tr• ( I fo r tho 4 \ 1 ► Ititiolt ti t thm varly M\ utt • 111 to A ruhst, % Iltiall\ bro.ttit•t•
syutt , nl. tiring tllt , r y rop1limtirat. • 41 mortar +, over a period of tilt, nw. \t 1t) to 1a
vr• ,11 . '. ltt'noomiihility for the pl.,mittig ,end voo rtlimmition to a critic:ai consider•
tits: in 11 , in prograrttl; tilt- respt ► lt,riih ;litN , should btu avaignod vArly and shok-ld
t,t • t• l+ • arlN ticfinvd.	 We rltvimit ) 11 thAt NASA \\ill cArry this) rrltpotl » ibility.
i. N't• retcatimiond till#% the RsAn p rogrd nl for thin t • \0ltI0Ol%4r \ Approach
i nt'Itittt •	 fc) t	 =t • ,1 t , llortml At vk , t od at tarr \' ing applitrali Qllr tilrottigh
1
to the test -operational phase. These efforts are required to prove in new
Itpplications and :t e chniques in a timely manm c r for incorporation into the
evolving sy"tetll. It is cSsential that these efforts be givvii priorities mid be
closely coordinatc(I with the plalllling of that s ystem.
-1. Thu broad field of earth resources provides a rich potential for
undcrstallding through, and uses for, the application of remotc,ensing and
d.,ta-h.mdIi; -,g techniques.	 Itt • srarch in these areas is essciltial to tilt•
nt 4 CrS%.4r% t'ducation and trainillg, alld to very broad ,ls pects of future system,.
%Vt• reconI111en(l contllmation anti c\pans ion of the present broad-scope rese,lrch
pro^,r,%m.
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APPENDIX A
INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
A. 1 The Promise
just as, in tilt- United States, the opportunities for remotely "seeing" the
cart': and for collecting; data from it provide us with an opportunity better to
unit • rstand our environment acid use our resources, so also for count vies
outsitl e tilt- United States the vehicles we fly and the sensors that can be
developt-d will provide broadly useful tools in the service of titan. T)ie
ability to view large areas in s ►tbstantial detail and to do this often and
cheaply could provide the developing countries with the opportunity to utilize
thei r littlited resources bt-tter.
It would not be correct, however, to assume that these will be free
benefits that tome to all without effort, because of investment by the United
State, The tided fo-. local ground truth that underlies the use of the data,
and the accompanying need for skilled interpreters to relate ground truth to
Ow tiara, of themselves rule out the sort of program in which a benefactor
h an(ls a ; mmt ry the solution of its problems. Tilt- remote-sensed data must
be regarded as a tool that call 	 used in the skilled managenwnt of ►•escurces
--both in this ountry and abroad. Even with free data, the investment in
skillt • d resources is still requirt-d; and many of the applications renta.in to
be developed and/or adapted to local environments.
The o portunity to view the earth in some tic , tail also poses problems of
the possib e proprietary nature of tilt- data colle: • ted. Every country may
not necessarily agree to being observed--pat • ticularly if there is any im-
plication whatever that the t• t-s.► lts of tilt- observation -n-.ay be prejudicial to
nation.%l or pot sonal interests. The katht • ring; of data t-mist be carefully
handled, with the interests of all affected in mind, and with proper irvolve-
int-tlt "rid y aft-guards, if tilt , gathering of data is to be acceptable.
1 1 eK1)ite such probleturs and costs, however, the ust• of remote-sensed
data . lt • .%rly appears to usher its tilt- start of a bettet•
 way t.^ do (parts of) tilt-
job of observation. planning, anti m-Anag ement of natural resources. The
potettial applications in agric tilt ► tre, forestry, geography, geology, hydrol-
.tgy, tit eanog r ahhy, ttteteorology. metropolitan anal regional planning, and
edut At ,.on protltiAe benefits to all cuuntries. Cur problem then is to umler-
.tand the opportunities anti altet • natives for international participation.
M. 2 fast Nistorv— Lessons to Be Learned
It is obvimt .., in	 the potential for fruitful working relations
between countries, tha t. one uught to ask what has beet successful in similar
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situations in the past. We have long histories of international societies,
\vorldwide scientific studies, bilateral scientific and technical programs,
and joint development efforts, to rrien tio n just a few relevant experiences.
Hare we will address ourselves to an examination of iust two programs,
acid the useful conclusions to which they lead one considering coope rative
studies. Those programs are the Automatic Picture Transt-nission (APT)
program of ESSA acid the proposed U. S. bilateral programs for remote
sensing of earth resources, between the United States and Brazil and the
United States and Mexico.
A. 2. 1	 The Automatic Picture Transmission Program (APT)
1'lre Automatic Picture Tratlsmission satellite prograin is described
in greater detail elsewhere. Let us, llowevec, note bt • iefly that it transmits
image data to earth c^ntinuously at a relatively low data rate. As a con-
secluence, it is possible for cheap ground stations to be constructed, with
standard costs running from $-;, 000 to $30, 000, acid with homemade devices
substantially cheaper-. These stations can put out images that show local
e'1.oud environments on a regular basis and are also rapidly provided with
the niiriit-num location information needed to identify image coordinates.
The iri,ages are not as good as those that ESSA can provide arid they are
neither correc ted nor provided with gr;cl information. But they arc, produc :d
locally arid quickly for whatever use local users wish to make of them. The
reception accords d the APT program has been so good (ever 400 stations)
that one now rrrust be concerned with the probletZis of upgrading the system,
since so many use: rs and so much equipment are involved, representing a
significant invesV.nen".
A. '. >	 The Bilateral United States-Brazil-1N1cxico Programs
In brief s inniary, these are bilateral programs between Brazil
and the United States and h1exi-: o and the United States. In the program the
United States is 1:-ruviding t-aining in t • emote - sensing technique• and the
intericr Use of aircraft, while Mexico anti Brazil arc• providing their own
s ienti:•.^'; each country has access to the, data and the ground tr.,'.. This
allo •.,is the U.S. scientists to gain broader understanding of the application
requirements and the utility and :avorability of ground truth, while it gives
Mexico and B razil access to new techniques a nd experience in their use.
The expectatior. is that ultimately both Me-xico and Brazil will. have their
own ai rc raft in a cvtitinuing program. On the U. S. side, NASA and the
Departments of Agriculture and Interior, have been involved in the proposed
projects.
A. '. 3	 Lessons
These programs illustrate, each in its own way, a number of lessons
that have been learned and applied in getting shared remote-sensed data pro-
ects i;oing. It is our judgment that many of these lessons warrant considera-
tion in each arid every future attempt to set tip such exchanges.
Entry, costs. Tiie APT pro.;ram shows that, where a large number
of ittterpretF, rs are already in operatio , r, a low -entr y - cost device designed
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to assist timely interpretation can be most successful. A dedicated effort
to develop ways to b-ing useful results cheaply to local interpreters should
always be considered. Beyond that, a continuous effort to provide additional
inf ­^rrnation through essentially the same equipment also should be made (for
exannple, relay of ATS images through the APT satellite). It is not obvious
that a cheap-ground- station solution will always be the best. But technical
ways to provide the easiest entry of skilled interpreters, agencies, and
countries--in order to provide the broadest access and use--should always
be considered.
One must also exercise caution. When considering the technical
alternatives for entry, one should bear in mind the technical capability for
upgrading as the technology progresses. A low entry-cost for satellite A
is fine, but not if it means that very expensive equipment must be purchased
to utilize similar output data from an upgraded satellite B.
2. Evolution. Both programs show a strong sense of the need to
build on cstaTM7 TTiTTiuman skills and organizations and to expand those
skills through the entry of .y ew data.
The lesson is clear: Insofar as possible, look to existing orga-
nizations which provide scientists, interpreters, and distribution nets, and
provide those organizations with easy access to data and t•.-aining.
3. 7ev^ elopr,,jerjt of skills. The bilateral remote- sen sing programs
illustrate a mayor point. It is absolutely ne :essary not to oversell by
creating the impr( sion, for example, that data from satellites will "solve
all problems. " On the other hand, it is absolutely necessary to develop
skills in ground-truth and application research with remote-sensed data if
the satellite (or aircraft) data are to be useful. Every program that envisions
the use of such data should be carefully laid out not to assume too much, but
to provide for the training and the development of skills required to interpret
the data. In many cases this training and application research will be the
most expulsive component of programs for developing nations. These costs
should consequently be assessed very carefully, and efforts should be made
to develop ways of minimizing them.
4. Mutual involvement-m utual benefit. The advantages of arrange-
ments in whichboth parties participate on equal footing, no exchange of
money is involved, and scientists and governments on both sides believe
the arrangements to be of benefit to them, are obvious. These advantages
can corne from exchange of data, or other means of sharing.
5. Realism and getting going. The bilateral programs with Mexico
and Brazil are fine illustrations of what is required. It is clear that aircraft
provide quick and easy entry into experimental work with remote sensing,
and that use of aircraft--at least for ground-truth and high-resolution applica-
tion--will continue for a long time. Their i,se, in short, provides a method
for getting started with the training and esearch that will be required in
any event. Understanding of what can be done in the near future, plus the
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experience gained in programs such as these, will be mo .t useful in future
efforts to broaden participation. It is essential to get started--but realis-
tically.
6. Pragmatism. As one reviews the various techniques and
organizations is	 ave Fen utiliz;-d in international cooperation, it
becomes clear that no universal solution emerges. In some cases an
international organization exists, thus providing the obvious base for
establishing internationa: programs. In other cases, it is easier and
better to establish bilateral efforts and to learn by doing quickly. Situations
will vary with objectives, the parties involved, and time. Our only conclu-
sion here is to anticipate that it would be most worthwhile to make an
early review of potential types of exchanges and participations. This
should include a judgment of possible alternative ways in which coopera-
tion might be established, followed by establishment of procedures to clea.-
regional Hurdles well ahead of time in high-priority cases in which benefit
appears to be most obvious or research most necessary.
7. Voluntary nature of the program. It is essential that countries
that participate  so on a voluntary basis, with a strong sense of the
benefits that thus can corne to them To the maximum possible extent,
programs should provide for contin E „ encies should a country cease to
participate, or should the program over a participating country be ter-
minated, so that these eventualities can be dealt with without extensive
or system-influencing effects on total programs.
A. 3 The Data and the User
We address ourselves primarily to cart resources data. These data
will consist of photography, imagery, and other forms of sensed data from
satellite and aircraft, and relayed data from ground-based sensors. The
user can be provided these data in either r.,.w or reduced form, and can
get the data in the form of pictures, maps, tables, tapes, or reports.
We make the following judgments which may provide a guide to action:
A. 3. 1	 Satellite Imagery
1. The easiest way for image-oriented data to be put to opera-
tional use broadly throughout Lhe world will be as presentations that look
like pictures. This is so because of the present level of skills in the world,
because of the facility of pictures for presenting a lot of data for interpreta-
tion, and because of the status and cost of automatic image interpretation.
The "pictures” may contain some image processing, such as feature enhance-
ment, as our techniques develop; but it is our judgment that for a substantial
period, final interpretation will be largely done with photograph-like pre-
sentations and skilled interpreters.
2. Where immediate access to these images is not required, the
irnages can be provided cheaply. The major cost to the user will not be
that involved in obtaining the image (this assumes that the images would be
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provided at cost, not including the cost of the satellite and ground equipment--
that is, the cost would be the incremental cost to produce the additional
desired images) but rather t}. ,.e costs of ground truth and skilled interpreters.
3. Where immediate access to image data is required, the costs
can be substantial, if wide bandwidth and high-quality images are required.
Alternative means of relaying information, studies of low-cost recording
and receiving equipment, and remote stationing of skilled interpreters bear
consideration here.
4. A substantial program of R&D in the techniques for image-data
processing makes good sense for the United States. In countries able to
afford a substantial program in earth resources, similar programs may be
set up. In less-affl-.tent countries there will nevertheless be a requirement
to anticipate the use of such techniques, and to gain experience in their
application. For those cases, a consideration of alternatives, such as
touring education programs, periods in the United States for work in a
major image - p rocessing center, and joint study programs would be worth-
while. Tapes (analog or digital) should, of course, be provided for sci-
entists and countries in a position to process such data.
5. The volume of images from early satellites to countries
interested only in their own country's imagery on an operational basis
is not large. For example, the imagery for the United States from EROS
would be of the order of tens of thousands of images per year. A given
country might, of course, choose to produce and disseminate a large
number of copies.
A. 3. 2	 Satellite Photography with Film Recovery
Copies of this photography can be distributed cheaply, will rep-
resent a low volun-e of photographs, not counting subsequent reproductions.
(We assume something Hke one copy per country.) They will require
skilled interpreters, and will cost the receiving country little compared
with ground-truth and interpreter costs.
A. 3. 3	 Aircraft Photography and Aircraft Image ry
1. The interpreters will still use the data in image form, except
for R&D programs. The aircraft regimen will be heavily oriented toward
ground truth, training and R&D, and high resolution.
2. Cost of aircraft and associated sensors and equipment can be
high. This illustrates once again the high cost of ground truth and other
local data-gathering systems. Sharing of planes and processing facilities
may reduce this cos y . Some ground truth may always be required. It is
not obvious, but seine aircraft use may always be required also.
A. 3. 4	 Ground-Base d Sensor Data Collected by Satellite
1. The data rates here are generally low. Where urgency of
reporting is not required, the data can be provided cheaply by providing
copies on tape or printed copy, or by low-bandwidth lines.
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2. Where the data are required quickly, satellite broadcast appears
to offer cheap receiving stations for the da t a rates involved.
3. Once the data have been collected at a central piace (we assume
this will be done in the United States for U. S. satellites) it is not an expensive
matter to provide files of the data, and of summaries, reports, and tabula-
tions. The United States might wish to provide this service at a reasonable
cost for countries desiring such a service. Similar services could be pro-
vided to districts, regions, and agencies in the United States if such process-
ing is required.
A. 3.5	 Costs
Implicit in most of the above discussion is the assumption of a fairly
simple first-generation system based on use of images and skilled inter-
preters and on feeding low-dat.t-rate ground-sensor data into existing
agencies, with a buildup of capability through training and experience that
allows evolution to a more extensive second-generation system. The in-
cremental (to extra participating countries) costs of obtaining the image
data and of processing the ground-sensor data do not appear to be large,
compared to ground-truth and interpretation costs, if image data are not
needed immediately. This assumes further that heavy filing and processing
costs will not be incurred. This could be wrong if heavy volumes of aircraft
photography are kept and indexed in detail, if electronic processing of
aircraft imagery has to be provided by the host country, or if extensive
files and indexes of ground truth and imagery should develop. Over the
ten-year or so period between the first- and second-generation systems,
countries that really gain benefits from remote sensing on a broad scale
are likely to evolve to a position of wanting some, at least, of those capabil-
ities.
1. Option No. 1 - Satellite photography
It appears that the only realistic procedure would be to provide
duplicates of the original photography to any user desiring them. Copy
costs are cheap; and interpretation by humans, the feasible method, would
comprise the major cost anyway. Simultaneous disclosure to all partic-
ipants is probably required.
2. Option No. 2a - Satellite imagery
Provide requesting countries with imagery. This provides a
low-cost entry for those countries.
Option No. 2b - as above
Provide also an opportunity for scientists from user countries
t,• spend time in "the center, " so that they can study ways of enhancing the
valae of the imagery and have an opportunity to prescribe the form in which
operational imagery is provided to them.
Opt ion No. 2c - as abov e
Provide copies of analog tapes to the user country to allow
scientists to experiment with analog signal -processing for image enhance-
ment.
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or
Provide digital tapes for experimentation.
Option No. 3 - Satellite imagery
Provide wide-band broadcast of the image data to the country.
1'he country has then the choices implied in 2.
4. Option No. 4a - Satellite collection of ground-sensor data
Collection at a central location; transmission of high-priority
data to participating countries; dirt.-ibution of tapes or reports by mail.
Option 4b
As above, but add broadcast of information for collection by
any country desiring local information directly. Relatively low cost.
5. Option 5a Ai rc raf t image :y. and data
The country has its own aircraft and sensors.
Option 5b
The country shares aircraft and sensor packages with other
Participating countries.
What is necessaa?
Depending on the application, desires, and funding, the minimum
alternative requirements range from the low cost of Option 1 or 2a to the
high costs of an alternative which includes all of Options 3, 4b, and 5a.
A. 3. 6	 Benefits to the United States
The benefits of broad participation, to the United States, can be
sur.imarized as follows:
1. Prestige and leadership in foreign policy
2. Possibly increased effectiveness of foreign ad, due to
availability of better information
3. Potential benefits from the national scientist-foreign scientist
relationships that would develop
4. Full participation by foreign scientists in R&D, any of their
discoveries or developments in the area of correlating remote-sensing
imagery with ground data Helping the United States
5. Global earth-resources data are desired by the United States.
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A. 4 World Weather Watch
A.4. 1	 History
For the past 10 years the United States has payed a leading role
in urging that the World Meteorological Organization preside c-	 -.r	 the
development of a new world weather system utilizing observation satellites,
communications satellites,	 and computers,	 for what has been called the
"World Weather Watch. "	 The World Weather Watch concept was originally
developed by the late Dr. Harry Wexlor of the U. S. Weather Bureau,
Professor Jule Charney, National Academy of Sciences, and others.
The World Meteorological Organization 00,40) meets as a congress
, n Gene , -, every four years. It devoted much of its 1967 meeting to preparing
plans fo;- the World Weather Watch. These plans will have such an impact
on the future of environmental science that it seems imperative to devate a
section of this report to them.
Tht purpose of the World Weather Watch, as given in the 1968-71
plan of the WMO Congress, is to "enable the unprecedented opportunities
which now present themselves for progress in the atrnospheric sciences to
be seized, and to enable all members to derive the full benefits from the
improved meteorological services which such progress will make possible.
Such improvements will have a profound impact on the agriculture, com-
merce and industry of all nations and will permit more accurate and timely
warnings of severe storms and other weather hazards for the protection
of life and property. It will further the safety and efficiency of international
air and sea transportationtation and provide essential support to nations in the
management of water resources and food production. "
The primary purpose: of the World Weather Watch is to ensure that
all members obtain the meteorological information they require for both
operational work and research. It is conceived as a worldwide system
composed of the national facilities and services provided by individual
members, coordinated and in some cases supported by WMO and other
international organizations. It is stipulated that the World Weather Watch
shall be used only for peaceful purposes, due account being taken of the
national sovereignty and security of states, in accordance with the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations and the spirit and traditions of the
World Meteorological Organization.
A very important purpose of the World Weather Watch is to stimulate
and facilitate the research work that is necessary to improve the accuracy
and extend the useful range of weather forecasts, and to enable the possibil-
ities of weather and climate modification to be assessed. The successful
implementation and operation of the World Weather Watch depends on an
adequate program of education and training.
The information required includes both meteorological observations
and processed data. For operational work, the information must be received
in a timely and coordinated fashion, while for research purposes the informa-
tion must be readily accessible in convenient forms.
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The essential elements of the World Weather Watch as planned acre:
1. Tt,e observational netwo r' • s and other observational facilities,
called the Global Observing System
2. The meteorological centers and the arrangements for the
processing of the observation data and for the storagV and retrieval of
data, called the Global Data Processing System
3. The telecommunication facilities and arrangements necessary
for the rapid exchange of the observations themselves and of the processed
data, called the Global Telecommunication System
4. The research program
5. The program in education and training
In the overall development of the World Weather Watch plan, the
intent is to make maximum use of existing facilities and arrangements in
all the different fields of activity involved.
A. 4. 2	 The First- acid Second-Generation World Weather Watch Programs
The World Weather Watch is intended to be a dynamic system,
flexible enough t,) be adapted to changing conditions. New techniques of
observation, telecommunication and data processing should be introduced
as soon as they have been proven to be sufficiently reliable and economical.
The program will consist of two broad, continuous, and parallel "streams
of action. " The first stream will involve the introduction of proven tech-
nology into the existing international meteorological system. The second
stream will involve the development of new technology in order to achieve
the ultimate goals of the World Weather Watch at a reasonable cost.
In broad terms, the initial phase of the first stream will seek to
achieve by 1971:
1. A substantial improvement in the Global Observing System to
provide better and more complete data for meteorological
analysis and forecasting
2. Implementation of the Global Data Processing System
3. Improvement of the Global Telecommunication System
During the period 1968-71, efforts will also be made to effect a
significant acceleration of the p-ogram of education and training of meteorol-
ogists, both at the national level and under international auspices, as well as
planning the Global Atmospheric Research Program (CARP).
It is hoped to bring the new technology to operational status in the
early 1970's, so that it can be incorporated into the first stream. It involves
the development of physical models of the atmosphere, for operational use by
meteorological services in weather prediction (using high-speed electronic
computers) and of such devices as meteorological satellites, horizontal
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sounding balloons, and automatic meteorological ocean buoys. The second
stream also involves the use of further developments in such areas as com-
munication satellites and electronic computers.
The Global Data Processing System will consist of three different
classes of meteorological centers:
1. World Meteorological Centers (%VMC's), which are located at
%lelbourne, Moscow, and Washington. They are regarded as service centers
for analyses and prognoses of the large-scale atmospheric processes, for
use by all members as aids to forecasting and to assist in other long-range
planning.
2. Regional Meteorological Centers (RMC's) which will be estab-
lished in 1968-197a' -where the need exists.
3. National Meteorological Centers (NMC's). In some countries
national needs will require advanced centers equipped with computers and
other modern devices; in others, where the needs and the resources of the
country are less, more modest facilities will suffice.
The Global Telecommunication System is to be organized on a
three-level basis:
1. The maim trunk circuit
2. Regional telecommunications networks
3. National telecommunications networks
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APPENDIX B
METEOROLOC,Y EXPERIENCE AS A GUIDE
A. ESSA Weather Bureau
INTRODUCTION
During the first year of the Summer Study, a-ch of the panels indepen-
dently discovered that data processing would become a key problem in any
proposed future operational system in its particular discipline. Currently,
probable $100 is spent oil 	 data for every $1 spent oil processing data.
It was also recognized that many of the disciplines xanted similar or identical
data. A common system for the storage, indexing, and distribution of all
earth-resources data seemed very desirable, even if the actual processing
of the data varied greatly from one field to another.
.Alter examining the requirements of a number of users in more detail,
we iind that some of the commonality begins to evaporate. Although all
disciplines will be plagued by large volumes of data and the difficulties in
retrieving relevant information from files, there is a wide divergence in
the type of data wanted (e. g. , hard film, processed spectral signatures,
rectified maps, tables of numbers), the resolution wanted, the amount of
processing required, and the frequency of coverage needed.
There has been a wide diverges:ce of opinion on the need for centralized
processing versus decentralized processing. Part of this difficulty stems
from the fact that many of the disciplines are in purely research phases nuw.
Trying to see past the problems of the moment, through their likely paths of
research and development, and onward to one or more operational systems,
is a difficult assignment for a researcher. The future users may be quite
different people, -with different motivations, when compared with those who
presently lead their respective fields. Estimates by pre ,.cnt users tend to
be either (1) too conservative because they ask only for results well within
the state of the data-processing art; or (2) too uptimistic because of
extrapolations made by projecting research frontiers into full operation.
Fortunately, in estimating the future course, we do not have to estimate
in the dark. Several large data-processing systems are presently in exis-
tence, in the environmental sciences. These have proved very helpful in
sizing the problems, and in obtaining actual data-flow, cost, manpower, and
time figures. The following sections describe the operation of the ESSA
meteorological services in some detail. Both the traditional meteorological
network and the satellite picture- processing system are described, since
both have direct implications.
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Mood
Meteorology has for several reasons traditionally led the environmental
sciences in data processing: ( 1) The economic value of timely, accurate
weather forecasts has been apparent over the yearn, so that furn.ding has been
made available. (2) The governing physic. 1 laws of motion, and the numerical
methods are much better understood in meteorology than they are in most
other environmental sciences. (3) The early products from s:Itellits.-s—cloud
photogra phs of a coarse-scale reLolution—were of immediate use in
meteorology, where large-scale phenomena are of prime importance. The
other environmental sciences generally require much finer resolution of
phenomena of prime usefulness to them.
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negative side of this selection, meteorology has a greater need
for central processing of data than most of the other applications. Any
conclusions drawn from the weather networks must be carefully evaluated in
those terms so as not to prejudice the case for decentralized processing.
Almost all existing large data-processing systems have developed in an
evolutionary way. As a general rule, those that have evolved naturally seem
to end up better suited to their tasks than those which are designed all at once.
The ESSA systems descri - ► ed below are the result of long evolutions of
30 years or more. The equipment (including the computers) has been
successively replaced and upgraded over the years. The main trends have
been toward: (1) higher-speed equipment in a!l parts of the system; (2) more
reliable equipment and better quality control on measurements and procedures;
( 3) all digital-processing whenever possible; analog devices have been declin-
ing in importance; (4) system cor,.ponents of greater generality and flexibility
tend to replace older specifically designed components; and (5) addition of
new tasks and products to the existing load of the system (very few products
are ever dropped once they have been found useful).
TPE EXISTING METEOROLOGICAL DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Probably the best example of a large operational (non-classified) data-
collection, processing, and distribution network in the environmental
sciences is the ESSA Weather ,ureau. In fact, four agencies represent the
major meteorological operations in the United States: the Weather Bureau,
the Air Force, the Navy, and the Federal Aviation Agency. In addition,
NASA is substantially funded for its part in the weather- s a tellite program.
The satellite data system and the traditional meteorological data system
of the Weather Bureau are still largely separate in their data-collection and
processing ph. ies. However, the distribution of processed data to users
takes place over common communication networks. Because both the
traditional meteorological network and the satellite system have direct
bearing on our considerations for SERI, they will both be described here in
detail.
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THE WE:ATIIILR BUREAU DATA-COLLECTION NETWORK
Traditiosial synoptic wc • ,cther measure vents are made at predetermined
times and locations all over the world. Most measurements are made every
6 hours (0000, 0600, 1200, 1800 Z), although many are made hourly and
some every 12 hours. Weather observations are of four types: (1) surface
measurements; (2) upper-air measurements (made via balloons, rockets, or
aircraft); (3) radar measurements; and (4) satellite measurements.
Worldwide there arc approximately 7000 surface weather stations that
record pressure, temperature, dewpoint, wind velocity, clouds, pressure
tendency, snow cover, precipitation accumulation, visibility, and sea-
surface temperature («, hen applicable:). Of these, approximately 3800 are
in the proposed World Meteorological Organization regional basic networks,
and repor •. on a rer;ular daily basis.
Surface stations are of the following types: (1) full-time (24 hours per
day) stations; (2) part-time stations, which perfG.-iri the same functions as
full-time stations but ?re not oper. all night; (3) second-order (fee basis)
stations. Usually a local part-time obserN, vr is appointed and paid a fee for
each observation. The observations usually are telephoned to a nearbv
Weather Bureau office; (4) automatic meteorological observing stations,
usually located at remote Strategic locations; and 15) reports from ocean
shipping.
Upper-sir measurements by balloons are of two kinds: (1) visual track-
ing of free rising pilot balloons (called PIBALS), and (2) electronic tracking
Of balloo.i-borne instruments by means of radio direction-finding equipment
(called rawins if wind only is measured and rawinsondes if pressure., tem-
perature, and water vapor are also measured). Upper-air stations are
classified in a manner similar to surface stations. There are, however, iio
automatic upper-air stations. Globally, there are approximately 3500 pibals,
2200 rawins, and 1600 rawinsonde j per day.
Rocket sondes and aircraft measurements of upper air are much less
frequent, although important for special applications.
Radar equipment especially designed for weather work has become very
useful for cbtaining certain information, such as storm location, severity and
movement, heavy precipitation. Radar is particularly valuable in detecting
severe storms that spawn tornadoes, in tracking hurricanes, in detecting
hazardous flying conditions, and in locating heavy precipitation areas that
may lead to flash- flooding.
DATA ANALYSIS AND WE .TITER FORECASTING
The analysis of the meteorological variables, and the preparation of
forecasts  is normally carried out in three stages: (1) analysis of the weather
data on a hemispheric scale and preparation of prognostic charts. This work
is done at primary centers by the Weather Bureau's National Meteorological
Canter for general use in Die United States, and by the Air Force and Navy
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weather centers, for additional military needs, particularly overseas; (2) at
twelve Guidance centers. Forecasts are made on a more limited area using
the hemispheric-sca e material along with local data; and (3) area centers,
to arrive at a local forecast, then make modifications to the aT)ove forecasts
to take into account local terrain and special conditions. There are 13 area
centers in the United States. The 12 guidance centers also serve as area
centers to their localities.
The National Meteorological Center (NMC) at Suitland, Maryland, is the
largest primary center. It is divided into four divisions: (1) the Analysis
and Forecast Division, which analyzes the current state of the atmospheres
and produces short-range predi.^tions (less than 72 hours) by manual charting
and analysis; (2) the Exter ried Forecast Division, %%-hick prepares advance
forecasts and outlooks ranging from three days to a month; (3) the Develop-
ment Division, which conducts studies aimed at devising and testing new
methods of numerical weather prediction; and (4) the Data Automaton Division,
which utilizes electronic data- processing techniques to produce daily auto-
mated analyses and forecasts.
Figures 8. B. 1, 8. B. 2, and 8. B. 3 describe the flow of data within the
Data Automation Division. Figure 8. B. 1 shows the high-speed data links
from U. S. and overseas stations into the computers. Figure 8. B. 2 shows
the data flow v,, ithin the acquisition and storage devices. The two IBM 360
Mod 30's (2030) are used to control the data flow. Figure 8. B. 3 shows the
data flow from computer to computer for its twice-daily c y cle. Approximately
one million words of raw data (riot including satellite data) enter the system
twice per day. Approximately 430 FAX charts per day are prepared.
Teletype groups in the amount of 550, 000 per clay are transmitted, giving
NMC's forecasts and analyses. In addition, approximately 200, 000 automatic-
relay groups are also sent.
DISTRIBUTION OF WEATHER BUREAU PRODUCTS
All the effort spent in preparing the above products is matched in cost
111d complexity by the data-distribution networks. Most of the collection and
distribution system is made up of leased facilities. The Federal Aviation
Agency provides a very significant level of support.
The following is a list of the major non-military weather communications
systems utilized to distribute the NMC products:
Service A (60 circuits)
Service C (6 circui! s)
Service O (23 circuits)
RAWARC (-1 circuits)
Ag-Met (10 circuits)
Loca:t Service (90 circuits)
International (8 circuits)
National Facsimile (1 circuit)
Hi Altitude Facsimile (1 circuit)
Forecast Center Facsimile (3 circuits)
Intra-Alaska Facsimile (1 circuit)
Misc Others (13 circuits)
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A typical Weather Bureau office will have a drop on Service A, Service
C, the National Facsimile Network, and probably the RAWARCRC system.
Service C is a long-line teletypewriter system ( 100 words per min). It
i5 operated by the FAA. It is often called "the meteorological network" its it
curries most of the U. S. surface synoptic and upper-air data and basic public
forecasts.
Service A is also a teletype network operated by FAA. Its objective is
to collect and distribute hourly surface observations and aviation weather.
It uses higher speed-express circuits (857 wpm) between major points.
Service O combines teletype, cable, and radio circuits between the
United States anti foreign countries. RAWARC collects and distributes radar
reports and storm warnings.
The National Facsimile 1^vtwork is used to distribute a comprehensive
set of charts depicting analyses, prognoses, and selected observational data.
It serves approximately 250 Weather Bureau offices, 320 military and other
government units, and about 200 extension-service (non-government) users --
over 750 drops in all. The charts are also relayed to Alaska over military
channel6.
For completeness, Figure 8. B. 4 shows the Air Force Automated Weather
Nc .(, .-k, '.which has extensive high-speed data links overseas. The
Aut . iiated Weather Network is a fully duplexed communication system that
operates at high transmission rates with error-checking capability. It is
also completely computer-to-computer on its high-speed links.
SUMMAR I OF FISCAL DATA
Tables 8. B. 1, 8. B. 2, and 8. B. 3, taken from the Federal Plan for fiscal
year 1968 summarize the fiscal information on activities of the federal
government in providing meteorological services and in conducting research
that has as its immediate objective the improvement of the services.
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FIGURE 8. B. 4 The U. S. Air Force automated weather network.
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FEDERAL. PLAN FOR NWTEOROLOGICAL OPERA i'IONS AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH BY AGENCY
(in thousands S)
gx • rotions Sulxxwliny Research T.t,,l
1'kh7 114,8 68 Cluuy;e• 1'4,7 1%8 68 Change 1467 144)8 08 0l.a t:
At:RICUI.TURE 1	 . 1 17 1. 245 +28 1,217 1	 245 +28
A]R FORC'F 1 11. 453 125,948 +4, 545 1,	 278 1.34 444 127. 7 { I 1 0	 t32 +3.601
ARMY 5, 954 6. 068 114 1+, 9.33 12.815 •2, 882 I S. 887 1	 83.3 +2.4%
AEC 1,429 1, 47" +48 862 880 418 2.2101 357 Oft)
(Y)M %lI •'.RC• E 102. 167 111, 30; +9.140 7, 149 7, tW) -7Q8 log. 315 11	 253 +Q, 4.38
FAA 23, 425 2.3, 718 +243 1,017 1.526 :10, 14.442 24.3 +802
FIEW 1,274 1.450 1 1. 274 I. •150 176
1( SC 1,084 1.037 -47 1,084 1.0.17 -47
NASA 1	 752 1. Q20 4168 36, 25'1 1 St) • 1 S, 81 11 18.011 1, 070 . 16, 059
NSF 351 320 -31 .151 .320 -31
N AVY 38, 54t, 39, 226 +68() 1. 515 1. St>_S 150 10.010l iU, 791 t 730
TREASURY 0,462 6,871 +411 6, 462 6, 873 +411
To TAI . .302, 62.3 .317. 941 15, 321 65, 503 84,011 + 19, 408 363, 126 102,85S } .34 7 20
TABLE: 8.B.2
FEDERAL. PLAN FOR METEOROLOGICAL OPERATIONS AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH 13Y SERVICE
(in thousands S)
( 11 1erati.,n, Suh{xxtuyr, Rc-warx h T,.ta11
1 1 907 1%8 68 Charge 11X67 114,8 68 Change 110)7 11904 68 Change
BASIC 123, SO 2 132,421 48,910 11, 587 58, 023 110, 436 165, 089 1(X), 444 25, 355
A%IATION 117,021 120, S27 +.3, 50, 2, 505 2.6.38 + 133 119, 526 123, 165 +.3, 639
MARINE 11. 851; 12,854 4()()3 168 174 +11 12,024 1.1.0.13 +1, 0U!)
SPACE OPl-'.RAT10NS 8,541 8, 968 127 2.018 W +22 10,554 11, 008 449
AGRICULTURAL 3,551 3,633 +82 1,23t) 1,285 +44 1	 787 4,' ► 18 1.31
GENERAL %UTATARY &
GROUND FORCFS
Slll'f'c)RT 30,052 31, 1.31 + 1.079 15, 853 18.410 12, 563 15,905 19, 547 +3,0-12
OTIII •.R SPEC'IAI.I7.F:D 8, 160 8,410 +310 2, 136 2, 3.30 +144 10, 236 10,740 +504
TC)TA1. 302, 623 317, 944 t 15, 321 oS, 503 8.1,411 +10,408 31,8, 126 102. 855 +.34, 724
TABLE 8.13.3
AGENCY OPERATIONAL. COSTS BY TYPES OF OBSERVATION
(in thousands $)
Surface
Observations,
Upper Au
(E3alloon)
Observations
Upper Air
lRexket)
Observations
13Weather
Recon-
naiasancc
Observations
13'e•uthe•r
Radar
Observations
33'e :,ttu•r
Satellite
Observations
Total
1'X,7 1'J68 1'4,7 1908 1967 1 1 1 68 1 1 9,7 1 1 XI8 1 1 9,7 l'4)h 1967 ,908 11W 114,8
AIR FORCE S, 597 6, 274 5.824 6,375 2, 759 4, 158 13, 212 13, trill 1, 638 2, 323 250 258 29,280 33, 036
ARMY 4. 885 4,785 4,78S 4, 785
AEC 215 218 200 292 250 250 755 70C
COMMERCE 10, 157 ]0, (:46 8, 100 ').	 101 1 5. 527 4. W) 21. 223 25, 405 45, 097 49, 74C
FAA 1,027 1.295 1.927 1,295
ICsC 75 75 367 426 125 150 567 651
NASA 221 Q8 240 222 89 6•4 102 3S0 25 32 680 766
NSF 121 120 200 200 321 .QC
NAVY 6, %2 6. t502 1, 548 1.621 758 803 -1. 170 •1,	 1 1) 5 648 711 826 831 14. 512 14,763
TREASURY (811 728 5, •; 7 2 S. 82! 6, 161 6,S4(3
1T)TAL 25. X11 26.056 26 925 28,851 3. 856 S. 275 17,	 181 18,	 1 11 .3 7, 9W 7, 706 22.201) 26,404 104.01 +1 112.605
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13. Computer Processing; of Satellite Cloud Pictures
INTRODUCTION
Preliminary efforts relating to the central processing of meteorological
atellite data began in late 1958. * Early efforts were concerned mainly with
the production of latitude/ longitude earth locator grids, \vhich were produced
to fit the perspective of the individual vidicon camera images. Since multi-
channel infrared radiometers were included in the early TIROS series,
programs were produced for the archiving (on computer magnetic tape) of
properly earth-located sensor data. With the advent of the Nimbus satellite
series, major computer resources were made available for the operational
!)rocessing of pictures from its advinced vidicon camera system (AVCS) and
for the processing of other scanning radiometer data.
The TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) System resulted in a reconfigura-
tion of specialized electronic equipment in order to process data from the
new (wheel-configuration) spacecraft. The operation was activated with the
launch of ESSA-I—the first spacecraft in the new TOS series. By October
1966 the global mapping of video data had become a daily routine. Since that
time, basic mapped video products have improved, and a beginning has been
made toward a hierarchy of derived products.
DATA ACQUISITION
Responsibility for command and operational control of the satellites in
proper mission mode rests with the Satellite Operations Branch at Suitland,
Maryland. Instructions are transmitted to the ESSA Command and Data
Acquisition (CDA) stations at Wallops Island, Virginia, and near Fairbanks,
Alaska. Since the satellite has been injected into a sun-synchronous orbit
(same local sun time at each equator crossing), the planning of picture taking
under proper illumination is a straightforward process. Once the positioning
of the 1Z-picture sequence for an orbital pass has been decided upon,
commands are made up to activate the satellite. The satellite's programmer
logic starts the picture-taking sequence by counting down a i3pecified number
of spin counts. As the camera shutter is activated, the vidicon scan response
is stored on the satellite's videotape recorder.
Once the pictures are stored (in intermittent 8-second bursts), a readout
command delivers a 12-frame sequence to the CDA stations' analogy; tape
recorder in about 1-112 minutes. Pictures recorded at the CDA stations are
next relayed to Suitland via microwave (48Kc Telpack B) communications
facilities. Since the microwave facility is substantially narrower in band-
width than the direct satellite-to-ground CDA links, the relayed video is
transmitted on an eight-to-one slow-down basis.
*Most of the material in this section is from ESSA Technical Memorandum
NESCTM-3 by C. L. Briston (April 1968).
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Within the ESSA National Environmental Satellite Center (NESC) in
Washington there is a sizable hardware complex for the processing o' video
data. Many man-years of software investment also support this processing.
Apart from the raw input signals, a considerable number of collateral input
items are required. The serially received (FM/FM) video signal arrives at
the data-processing facility, is properly discriminated, digitized, and made
available to an on-line computer (see Figure 8. B. 5). 7.'his raw digital video
signal is presented as a sequence of 6-bit brightness bytes, along with frame-
start and line-start interrupt signals, so that the 800 samples along each of
the 800 scan lines can be properly identified within the computer.
During the time in which the picture is being stored on tine satellite's
tape recorder, a 20-bit relative (half-second) time count is being recorded
on another telemetry channel. With knowledge of the real time at which this
counter was reset, the picture shutter-time may be deduced. This is made
available to the computer through a time-code formatting device. The raw
video ingestion program receives the above two inputs and creates a properly
formatted c-aw digital videotape for further processing.
Picture sequences must be planned and the satellite commanded on the
basis of proper illumination and other operational constraints. Since
satellite command logic requires relating picture-taking to spin revolutions,
the spin rate is evaluated very precisely. Calculation is then performed so
that spin count passed to the satellite at command time, when counted down,
will provide pictures at the ?roper time. With auxiliary information convert-
ing the reset of the 20-bit time counter, the program which computes spin
revolutions may also conv^.rt the projected shutter times into the equivalent
20-bit time code. By this means it is possible to verify that pictures obtained
are indeed taken at the planned times.
EARTH LOCATION
Proper earth pot itioning of each picture, as shown in Figure 8. B. 6,
requires substantial added information. Although the camera is mounted in
the satellite at a precisely known angular position, the exact location of each
picture element on the image plane requires knowledge of distortions produced
within the camera system. Pre-launch pictures of test targets provide such
information. This information is prepared in tabular form and made available
to the computer. These distortions arise from the optics and the electronic
characteristics of the camera system. Shifts in distortion characteristics
can be checked after launch by means of fiducial marks, which are permanent
features of the vidicon-image face. If raster shifts are permanent and stable,
the coordinate shifts can be incorporated as corrections to the distortion
table s.
Since the video processing is a real-time operation, orbital information
related to the pictures is produced on a predictive basis. A modified version
of a NASA (Nimbus Project) program is used for this purpose. With proper
orbital elements, this package produces sub satellite-point latitude and
longitude together with satellite attitude, all as a function of a specified
shutter time.
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Despite the fact that vidicons have not been constructed with strong
quantitative design specifications, a considc rable effort ha-4 been expended
toward quantitAive use of the picture data. Digital sampling of pre-launch
pictures, taken under a variety of controlled conditions, reveals .. strong
vignette effect toward the edges of the frame. Correction for such attenuation
permits comparison of brightness response throughout an image, and with
overlapping; portions of adjacent images. In the case of mapped video, there
is also interest in comparing brightness responses over large geographical
regions where pictures are taken under varying sure angles. Programs which
apply such corrections do so in an approximate sense, since only the sun/
satellite position trigor.ometrics are considered. Additic,nal diagnostic
software utilizes saved response samples from each picture in order to check
for in-flight response charges.
The presentation of earth-located imagery is considerably enhanced by
the implanting of coastlines and other important land-form features. The
program which provides such information utilizes large tables which contain
latitude/longitude points along all such desired line features. Thi•se tables
have been prepared from detailed navigation charts--the selected points
having been estimated to tenths of degrees by eye, and entered on punched
cards.
PICTURE MAPPING
Despiie the convenience of grids, automatically combined with pictures,
the analyst must still cope with problems of perspective and overlap between
frames. Since October, 1966, NESC has provided mapped imagery on a daily
global basis.
The same earth-locator inforrnation (Figu.-e 8. B. 6) is used to determine
the latitude/longitude of each digital -brightness sample. If these locations
are transformed through map-projection geometry, a digitized picture can be
replotted on standard Mercator and polar stereographic reaps for handy
comparison with other environmental data. A fine-mesh (4096 x 4096) map-
array area is reserved on computer disks for each polar hemisphere, and a
separate space is reserved for an overlapping Mercator equatorial map array
(40N to 32S).
A substantial amount of large-computer time is utilized each day in
producing these mapped video arrays. Raw samples are brightness-normalized
for non-linearities in vidicon response, are adjusted for inequalities in solar
illumination, and then mapped into the polar Mercator arrays. Overlap
imagery from frame-to-frame and from pass-to-pass is reduced by cropping
unwanted redundancy. Global coverage is maintained in the polar-map disk
arrays. As n,	 information is acquired, a ''forward erase'' logic ensures
that the most timely 24-hour coverage is raintained. A slight forward
gap is created to demark the shifting 24-hour discontinuity line.
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COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Once images have been mapped, the disk-file arrays are available for
a variety of products. Sixteen 35-mm film chips are produced daily in order
to provide an archive of the polar and Mercator mapped global imagery.
These are available through the National Weather Records Center (NWRC),
Asheville, North Carolina. Photo prints in several map-scale sizes are also
produced from these films for local and limited external distribution. Many
imago sectors are also distributed on an operational basis through several
facsimile networks, and by rebroadcast, using the Weather Facsimile
(WEFAX) facilities of NASA's Advanced Technology Satellite (ATS-I).
An interim archive of this "full-resolution" mapped data .s also obtained
by copying the disk arrays onto magnetic tape. Three standard 2400-ft tape
reels are required for each daily load.
'Phis unwieldy volume of information is compressed in a final archive by
storing a set of descriptors that summarize each 8 x 8 cluster of the full-
resolution arrays. These mesoscale tapes contain 512 x 512 hemispheric
descriptor arrays amounting to three days of global coverage per reel. Such
tapes are available from January 1967 and are also being placed in the NWRC
archive.
Hemispheric 5-day mean mesoscale brightness charts have been produced
since November 1967, as a possible tool in medium-range forecasting.
Similar 30-day mean brightness charts are projected as additional tools for
longer-range weather forecasting.
Other multi-day composites are in a testing phase. An accumulation of
minimum response over a considerable period would tend to eliminate moving
cloud regimes and thereby reveal the underlying image field. Such charts are
expected to provide inputs for sea-ice and snow-field survey work. A
similar maximum-response composite may summarize information on storm
tracks since small, rapidly moving transitory cyclones would be retained.
The (smeared) bright-image areas would also relate to broad-scale
rainfall patterns. These and other planned derived products serve to broaden
the utility of the mapped image arrays and so distribute the initial matiping
Cost.
THE APT SYSTEM
In contrast to the centralized satellite picture processing described in the
last section, the APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) satellites represent
the other extreme of decentralization.
TIROS-VIII, launched in December 1963, provided an innovation in
satellite TV picture taking. The more advanced Nimbus I spacecraft, launched
in August 1964, possessed an APT system that provided meteorologists in all
parts of the world with cloud-cover pictures by direct readout from the
satellite. At present, the ESSA-II satellite is providing this servi'7e. Unlike
the standard TV system carried on the Tiros satellites, APT transmits
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pictures on a slow-scan principle, similar to that used to send radio photo-
graphs. A picture covering about 1, 000, 000 square miles is taken and t rans-
mitted every 352 seconds.
Depending on the satellite's elevation angle above the horizon, each APT
h :.)^ind station can receive up to three pictures during each pass. There is
no data storage assumed in the APT except for the short-term storage in the
video system during the readout of a picture.
The APT concept has been very popular with meteorologists around the
world. There are over 400 independent APT stations now in existence, with
many more planned. The importance of these cloud-cover photographs to
meteorologists in remote locations with little normal coverage is hard to
overemphasize. The United States has entered into international agreements
promising not to change the ground-station receiver requirements without
several years' advance notice as to the details of the change.
The estimated cost of an operational APT station is around $57, 000 for
a complete receiver set including installation and spares. If the useful life
is figured at five years, and an annual operation and maintenance cost of
$15, 000 is added, then the annual cost of a full APT station is about $26,400.
Of course, many APT stations have been built for much less than this,
including some built by amateurs costing only a few hundred dollars; however,
the above figure is reasonable for an operational installation.
WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF APT?
A number of possible extensions of APT have been discussed. One of its
main shortcomings-no storage of data-has been partially overcome within the
United States. The ESSA-II APT signals received by the San Francisco
receiver are routinely transmitted in real time via the GF- 10205 circuit to a
recorder in the National Meteorological Center in Suitland, Maryland. The
quality of pictures resulting from this long-distance transmission is practically
indistinguishable from those received locally by the Suitland receiver. The
Suitland and San Francisco signals together provide picture coverage for all
the United States, about half of Canada and Mexico, plus strips of both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans near them. The gridded pictures of this huge area
are pieced together into a mosaic every day.
It is possible to consider extending this solution to other parts of the
globe where high-speed data links exist. The possibility of using communica-
tions-relay satellites has also been s , gested, to make the coverage nearly
global.
There have been frequent suggestions by other countries for digitizing the
APT signals on the ground for possible entry into computer models. The same
has been proposed for the geosynchronous ATS scanners.
U. S. experts feel that the APT concept as presently implemented is too
restrictive. Natural extensions, such as to multi-spectral scanners, will
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be hard without a shift in transmitting characteristics, ,%-hich mould probably
make existing; ground receivers obsolete.
The APT system thus shoes all the classic strengths and weaknesses of
a decentralized system. It has given a great advance to mangy• isolated users
who were able to enter the system at relatively low cost. No%% that the
system is entrenched, institution of an) , significant upgrading that would force
all users to change equipment %till be difficult.
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APPENDIX C
GEOLOGY AS AN ILLUSTRATIVE SUBJECT
PI:OBLEM
During the last decade the extractive industries have had increasing dif-
ficulty in discovering new reserves in North Americaa at a rate equal to
consumption. Without increased exploration capability the trend will
probably continue.
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
Natural resources such as sand, gravel, salt, sulfur, minerals fo:-
fertilizer, metallic ores, and petroleum are the continuing object of search
by exploration geologists and geophysicists. Search methods are frequently
rules of thumb, with little scientific basis. They are often based on indi-
vidual experience, and may apply over a very limited geographic area only.
The products of the extractive industries are found by using ideas in the
heads of men. These ideas are models of the natural processes leading to
the accumulation and concentration of some resource and the observable
geophysical, geochemical, and geologic features associated with the re-
source accumulation. Examination of the surface of the earth is a time-
honored and historically successful method of exploration. However, the
models that associate subsurface resource accumulations with surface ob-
servables are unsatisfactory. Whereas methods for detailed exploration
after the explorationist has been directed to a small, highly prospective
area are relatively well developed, reconnaissance methods to direct the
explorationist to these small highly prospective areas are in a far more
primitive state. The study of carefully selected, high-altitude imagery of
the earth's surface in synoptic, cirthographic form, with ancillary spectral
information, is a research activity that may produce new models of the
geological and geophysical processes that have led to the present surface
character of the earth. Given these new models of geologic and geophysical
processes, new correlations between surface observables and subsurface
resource accumulations may become apparent. This is in every sense a
research activity, because there is no certainty that the postulated process
and accumulation models will be attained. However, since geologic surface
methods should be based on geologic models and since such models offer
both economy and speed in reconnaissance exploration, a research program
of reasonable scope is recommended.
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The relative merits of very high-altitude aircraft and satellite imagery
must be evaluated by other competency. If satellite surface-imagery is pre-
ferred, the following first-generation research program is feasible.
RESEARCH PROGRAM
1. Hard-film coverage of North America, including Alaska and as much
of Central and South America as can be included within budget constraints,
should be programmed. If the availability of high-resolution multi-spectral
hard-film imaging equipment with satisfactory registration is probable at the
expe , ted time of flight, it is the preferred mode of photography. First
priority should be given to the portions of North America where extensive
ground-truth information exists or may be obtained with relative ease. This
maximizes the probability of establishing new reconnaissance methods as
rapidly as possible. Second, and of almost equal priority, is imagery over
large areas that are considered prospective for resources and are relatively
unexplored. This coverage should allow rapid evaluation of any new recon-
naissance methods in potentially profitable and politically secure areas.
Alaska and selected portions of Canada are probably the top candidates.
One spectral band of stereo coverage is recommended. The Trade-
off between reduction of satellite-orbit height to obtain stereo coverage, and
the potential loss of areal coverage, must be evaluated. The inclusion of
Ektachrome infrared imagery is also recommended. There is no backlog
of experience that justifies full-color stereo coverage at this time.
2. If possible, film should be processed by existing capabilities. Pro-
cessing should include rectification and reduction to orthographic imagery.
Precision-grid or location information should be superposed on the imagery.
If no existing high-quality government facility can furnish this service, es-
tablished commercial mapping services should be investigated prior to
establishing a new government facility to furnish the needed processing for
this research project. Experience during the research project should aid in
establishing the need, technical requirements, and timing for a full-fledged
earth-resources processing "acility.
DistriLution of analog- and digital-tape representation of the imagery
should be provided upon user request. Because of the limited number and
diversity of potential tape users, automatic distribution of imagery in tape
form is probably not justified. Analog tape may be a byproduct of the rectifi-
cation and gridding step in photo processing. Uniform tape formats and
characteristics should be specified in order to simplify later processing by
various users with differing computer L nfigurations.
3. There is a very limited capability in the university and industrial
communities for special data-processing functions such as image enhance-
ment and frequency and threshold-filtering. These services should be
available upon request to researchers and interpreters from tl-.e film-pro-
cessing capability or some other appropriate age .icy.
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4. If the geological research program is associated with other satellite
programs, a small central research and development group, in close as-
sociation with the film-processing and data-processing facilities, Phould be
engaged in producing techniques for increasing ease and capability in in-
terpretation and display of earth-resource information. Their activities
should be strongly user oriented, which implies explicit knowledge of user
goals and problems. This function might well be provided for the geological
research program by a U. S. Geological Survey team operating within the
central R&D  activity.
5. In order to maximize the interpretive potential associated with the
imagery, research in specific areas such as rock-signature analysis, false-
color uses, and specific data-processing techniques should be funded at a
level of about $1 million per year. It is assumed that most of this funding
would go to the university community. This research should be problem-
oriented, i. e. , specific interpretive needs should be specified and means to
achieve these needs should be sought. Purely academic research has a low
probability of fuifillinG these specific needs. This does not imply that
non-committed research is not desirable. However, the funding of such re-
search is a separate consideration that should be based on estimated capa-
bility and need.
Given modest support in research data-processing activities, paid
for at cost or a reasonable - cost-plus level, the extractive industries will be
able to make a substantial contribution to the research program in interpreta-
tion of high-altitude exploration-oriented imagery. It is not unreasonable to
assume that the research effort by the extractive industries in exploiting
this new information source might exceed that of the government.
6. The value of radar imagery is a subject of controversy. It appears
that airborne-radar imagery, for unclassified applications, would best be
obtained during the next few years by aircraft. The major problem in
recommending a radar-imager y program in conjunction with optical and
infrared imagery is the dearth of knowledge, in the unclassified areas, of
what may be expected from radar imagery. It has been demonstrated that
radar produces useful imagery in areas that are permanently under cloud
cover. Multi -false -color radar imagery produces spectacular color separa-
tions that are associated with different rock types where sufficient ground
truth is available. For operational pur poses, consistency of radar color and
rock-signature information with geologic features must be demonstrated.
Phis leads to the recommendation that initial expenditures should be devoted
to R&D, exploring and hopefully demonstrating the capability of aircraft radar
imagery for answering useful geologic questions. There is a good probability
that sufficient radar imagery exists now for conduct of the needed R&D.
Gi\, en sufficient imagery in existence, the incremental in _rease in
interpretive capability from associating radar imagery with visible and
infrared imagery is a valid and important R&D activity. If unclassified
imagery is insufficient, supplementary imagery can be obtained from exist-
ing aircraft-radar systems. The R&D activity should also be charged with
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determining; what information is produced by what type of radar imagery.
This information is essential for laying out equipment specifications and
flight plans for future large-area synoptic coverage.
At this time the expected value of shallow-penet ration radar imagery
is practically nil for geologic problems. Given shallow penetration of 1 to 10
meters, the interpretive art is nonexistent. Again, R&D on the use of radar-
penetration information is needed prior to specifying and embarking upon
large-scale flight programs.
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